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ABSTRACT 
Three types of field screening techniques used in the 
characterization of potentially contaminated sites at Naval 
Air Station Fallon, Nevada are compared. The methods and 
results for each technique are presented. The three 
techniques include soil-gas surveys, electromagnetic 
geophysical surveys, and groundwater test hole screening. 
Initial screening at the first study site included two 
soil-gas surveys and electromagnetic geophysical studies. 
These screening methods identified localized areas of 
contamination, however, results were inconclusive. 
Monitoring well placement was postponed and groundwater test 
hole screening was performed. 
The groundwater screening consisted of auger drilling 
down to the shallow alluvial aquifer. Groundwater samples 
were collected from the open drill hole with a bailer . On-
site head-space analyses for volatile organic compounds 
(VOCs) was performed using a field portable gas 
chromatograph (GC). Five areas of floating product and the 
overall dissolved contaminant plume boundaries were 
identified. Well placement was re-evaluated and well sites 
were relocated based on the screening information. The 
monitoring wells were placed at the perimeter of the plume 
in locations expected to yield groundwater samples with no 
detectable voes. The program was successful as demonstrated 
iv 
by monitoring well sample results. 
The most effective technique for identification of 
petroleum hydrocarbon contaminant plumes was groundwater 
test hole screening. Groundwater screening was subsequently 
performed at 19 other sites. A total of 450 test holes were 
analyzed resulting in the delineation of six plumes. 
Comparisons of contaminated versus uncontaminated designa-
tions as determined by open hole PID measurements and field 
GC sample analysis revealed a 90% agreement between the PIO 
readings and GC results . Field GC screening results were 
confirmed by sending 10 duplicate samples to an independent 
laboratory for overnight analysis of voes. Laboratory 
results were consistent with the field analyses on all 10 
samples. Of the 66 monitoring wells installed based on the 
groundwater screening results, only 2 did not fit the 
predicted status of either ''clean" or "contaminated" . Thus, 
the technique provided 97% confidence that a well could be 
located either within or outside of ~ontaminant plume 
boundaries as desired. 
The technique optimized the placement of and minimized 
the number of monitoring wells. Cost savings were realized 
because fewer wells were required to define a plume. In 
addition, a high degree of certainty about plume boundaries 
and overall data quality was maintained. 
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INTRODUCTION 
A series of groundwater contaminant site character-
ization studies were performed on a facility i n the southern 
Carson Desert, Churchill County , Nevada (Fig . 1). The 
groundwater contamination at the first site studied was 
associated with the new fuel farm at the Naval Air Station 
Fallon, 9.5 km (6 mi . ) southeast of Fallon, Nevada (Fig . 2) . 
Initial studies by the Navy and Environmental Resource 
Management (ERM) West , included a soil-gas survey , fourteen 
recovery wells , eight monitoring wells, and seven soil 
borings . A groundwater contaminant plume was confirmed, but 
the plume limi t s were not full y defined (ERM West 1988). 
Additional monitoring wells were recommended to define the 
plume. Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) under the 
auspices of the Hazardous Waste Remedial Action Program 
(HAZWRAP), was charged with completely characterizing the 
plume, recommending an appropriate remedial action, and 
investigating 20 other potentially contaminated sites on the 
facility. This report includes a comparison of the three 
field screening techniques used to detect and delineate 
petroleum hydrocarbons in groundwater at the facility. 
PURPOSE AND SCOPE 
The purpose of this study is to examine and c~mpare the 
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three types of field screening techniques used to detect and 
delineate petroleum hydrocarbon plumes in groundwater at NAS 
Fallon. The physical setting is described and includes a 
summary of the geology and hydrogeology. Background infor-
mation for the facility and the new fuel farm are discussed. 
The results of two types of soil-gas surveys, a geophysical 
technique, and a groundwater test hole screening technique 
are also discussed . A comparison of the relative effec-
tiveness of each techn i que is described and summarized. The 
results of electromagnetic geophysical surveys at three 
other sites and groundwater test hole screening at several 
other sites are also described in Appendix A and Appendix B 
respectively. 
PHYSICAL SETTING 
NAS Fallon lies on a broad, flat alluvial plain in the 
southern Carson Desert referred to as the Lahontan Valley. 
The area is part of the Basin and Range geological province. 
The valley is a sink for surface runoff from the surrounding 
mountains and the Carson River. Carson Lake is about 8 km 
(5 mi.) south of the site and the Stillwater National Wild-
life Refuge is about 24 km (15 mi .) northeast of the site. 
Surface water from the site flows to Stillwater while 
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the shallow groundwater generally flows toward Carson Lake. 
The Carson Desert is a hydrologically closed depression 
(Glancy 1986). The entire area is in the rain shadow of the 
Sierra Nevada Mountains; consequently, precipitation is 
about 13 cm (5 in.) a year. About 80% of the Carson Desert 
surface is the Carson River floodplain, and the rest is 
composed of playas and alluvial fans (Willden 1974). The 
Carson River, augmented by the Truckee River via the Truckee 
Canal (part of the Newl a nds Irrigation Project), provides 
more than 95% of all surface runoff received by the Carson 
Desert. 
Geology 
The Lahontan Valley contains up to 670 m (2,200 ft) of 
valley fill sediments (Glancy 1986). The near surface 
sediments comprise the shallow alluvial aquifer. They are 
composed of deltaic and fluvial unconsolidated sand, silt, 
and clay of Pleistocene to Holocene age (Fallon Formation). 
At NAS Fallon the near surface sediments [Oto 8 rn (0 to 
2~ ft) deep) are related to deposition by former channels of 
the Carson River which orcur in southeasterly trending bands 
across the facility (Fig. 3). The channels are surrounded 
by floodplain sediments grading into prehistoric Lake 
Lahontan deltaic sediments. The Fallon Formation is under-
lain by a 6 to 9 m (20 to 30 ft) thick very impermeable 
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clay layer called the Sehoo Fonnation. This lacustrine clay 
layer separates the shallow alluvial aquifer from the under-
lying confined aquifer. 
Conceptual Model of the Hydrologic system 
Abundant groundwater is present in the valley fill 
sediments and the underlying volcanic strata of the Carson 
Desert . This is due to the closed nature of the hydrologic 
basin which has been intennittently filled by Pleistocene 
Lake Lahontan (Morrison 1964). The dryer conditions 
associated with the post-Pleistocene climate changes have 
resulted in the disappearance of Lake Lahontan. Remnants of 
the lake include the Stillwater marshes, Carson Lake, the 
saturated valley fill sediments, and nearby Pyramid Lake. 
Groundwater in the Lahontan Valley occurs in three principal 
valley fill aquifer systems: (1) a shallow alluvial aquifer, 
(2) intennediate and deep alluvial aquifers, and (3) a 
basalt aquifer (Glancy 1986). 
Figure 4 shows the conceptual cross-sectional model of 
the hydrologic system at the facility. The shallow aquifer 
at NAS Fallon varies from 6.5 to 7.5 m (21 to 25 ft) thick 
across the study area with the water level averaging 2 m 
(7 ft) below ground surface (bgs). The aquifer is composed 
of many interconnected zones of varying penneability ranging 
from highly transmissive channel sands to less-transmissive 
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silty clay floodplain deposits. The water quality is 
generally poor because of abundant dissolved salts (Hoffman 
et.al. 1989). The regional ground water flow direction is 
to the southeast toward Grimes Point. The regional ground-
water flow velocity estimated by Glancy is 10 m (35 ft) per 
year (Glancy 1986); however, the groundwater flow velocity 
at NAS Fallon varies locally from 15 to 170 m (50 to 550 ft) 
per year as indicated by pumping-test and bail-test data 
from the facility. The gradient of the shallow groundwater 
at NAS Fallon is 0.0013 as calculated from the generalized 
potentiometric map for NAS Fallon (Fig. 5). The map was 
generated using water level measurements from 66 wells, 
4 staff gages, and 27 piezometers. 
Wells penetrating the intermediate aquifer at NAS 
Fallon indicate a head difference of about 1.5 to 14 m (5 to 
9 ft) between the shallow(unconfined) and intermediate 
(confined) aquifers. The head is higher in the deeper 
aquifer, precluding downward migration of shallow ground-
water at the facility. Thus, there is little, if any, 
interaction between the shallow groundwater and the deeper, 
confined aquifer. In contrast, however, the shallow allu-
vial aquifer is alternately recharged by or discharges to 
the surface water in the drainage canals, depending on the 
seasonal fluctuations in irrigation return flows to the 
drainage canals. 
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The intennediate and deep alluvial aquifers are present 
beneath the shallow alluvial aquifer. The boundary between 
the shallow and the intennediate aquifer is a relatively 
impenneable clay layer, approximately 6 to 9 m (20 to 30 ft) 
thick. The water in the intermediate and deep aquifers is 
generally of better quality than the water in the shallow 
aquifer. The boundary between the intennediate and deep 
aquifers is based more on water quality than the presence of 
a physical boundary with water quality generally improving 
with depth. The base of the deep alluvial aquifer is about 
670 m (2,200 ft) bgs in the center of the basin. The basalt 
aquifer lies sandwiched in the alluvium about 180 m (600 ft) 
bgs in an area with a radius of about 6.5 km (4 mi.) around 
a small volcanic cone, Rattlesnake Hill, which outcrops just 
north of the town of Fallon (Glancy 1986). It is the only 
source of municipal domestic water in the area and is 
recharged from the intennediate and deep alluvial aquifers. 
The basalt aquifer is not present beneath NAS Fallon except 
possibly in the extreme northeast corner of the facility; 
however, NAS Fallon derives all of its domestic water from 
this aquifer utilizing deep wells northeast of the facility. 
Much of the area upgradient of NAS Fallon is irrigated, 
and there is an irrigation ditch bordering the upgradient 
side of the facility and a drainage canal along the down-
gradient side. Thus, the shallow groundwater at NAS Fallon 
fonns a groundwater cell bounded on the upgradient side by 
12 
freshwater recharge from the irrigation ditch and on the 
downgradient side by discharge into the drainage canal. 
Fresh water recharge flows in the irrigation ditches an 
average of 10 times per irrigation season (Lico et al. 
1987), however, no direct application of irrigation water is 
made to the land surface in the vicinity of investigative 
sites at NAS Fallon. Thus, most of the shallow alluvial 
aquifer recharge is from the irrigation ditch in the form of 
a line source . Lack of rainfall and irrigation causes 
vegetative cover to be very sparse to non-existent across 
the facility . Capillary pumping and evaporation of shallow 
groundwater causes the groundwater to become increasingly 
saline as it migrates across the cell from the recharge area 
(irrigation ditch) to the discharge area (drainage canal). 
Groundwater seeps into the drainage canal because the canal 
intersects the shallow water table aquifer across the down-
gradient side of the facility. Flow rates in the drainage 
canal fluctuate with seasonal irrigation runoff, however, 
the canal flows year-round due to constant groundwater 
seepage. Thus, the canal constitutes wetland habitat for 
fish, water fowl and other fauna. 
HISTORY OF NAVAL AIR STATION FALLON 
The following section contains a brief history of 
13 
operations at NAS Fallon. The history and nature of the 
environmental contaminants associated with the facility are 
also discussed. 
Naval Air Station Fallon was originally estab l ished as 
a military facility in 1942, when the Civil Aviation Admin-
istration and Army Air Corps constructed four airfields in 
Nevada as part of the Western Defense Program. In 1943 the 
Navy assumed control of the still uncompleted facility, and 
on June 10, 1944, Naval Ai r Auxiliary Station (NAAS) Fallon 
was commissioned. The newly commiss i oned facility provided 
training, servicing, and support to air groups sent to the 
base for combat training . From 1946 to 1951, NAAS Fallon 
experienced varying but reduced operational status and was 
eventually turned over to Churchill County and the Bureau of 
Indian Service. 
In 1951, Fallon was used as an auxiliary landing field 
for NAS Alameda, California, and on October 1, 1953, NAAS 
Fallon was re-established. On January 1, 1972, NAAS Fallon 
was upgraded to its current status of Naval Air Station 
Fallon. NAS Fallon serves primarily as an aircraft weapons 
delivery and tactical air combat training facility. 
Since its inception in 1942, various kinds of environ-
mentally harmful materials have been routinely used and/or 
disposed of at NAS Fallon. These include jet fuel (JP-4 and 
JP-5), oil, avgas, gasoline, anti-freeze, hydraulic fluid, 
solvents, paint, pesticides, and industrial and municipal 
14 
garbage. These substances may have been introduced into the 
environment during aircraft refueling, maintenance, and 
washing; vehicle maintenance; off-specification fuel 
disposal; fire training exercises; tank cleaning; sewage 
disposal; pest and weed control; land- filling; and acci-
idental leaks and spills . 
Environmental concerns associated with past activities 
at NAS Fallon have resulted in several environmental assess-
ment initiatives. These i nclude: 1) an investigation by 
ERM-West of fuel discovered floating on the water table 
underlying the new fuel farm facility (ERM-West 1988); 2) an 
investigation by the Nevada Division of Environmental 
Protection (NDEP) of an alleged fuel release at the new fuel 
farm facility (NDEP 1990); and 3) initiation of the current 
Installation Restoration (IR) Program. Portions of the IR 
Program initiative which have been completed to date 
include: the Phase I, Preliminary Assessment/ Site Inspection 
(PA/SI) (Dames and Moore 1988); preliminary portions of the 
Phase II, Remedial Investigation (RI) for Site 2 (ORNL 1989b 
and ORNL 1990); the Engineering Evaluation and Cost Analysis 
for Site 2 (ORNL 1991a); a draft Technical Memorandum of the 
process options for the Feasibility Study (FS) on all sites 
(ORNL 1991b); and a Preliminary Site Characterization 
Summary for all sites (ORNL 1992). 
15 
History of the New Fuel Farm 
Past spills, leaks, and disposal activities at the new 
fuel farm (Site 2) have resulted in public concern and 
several legal actions against NAS Fallon regarding environ-
mental contamination issues. Numerous environmental 
investigations have been initiated to address these issues. 
Results from these investigations are presented in a recent 
report which outlines an interim removal action plan for 
recovering floating product from the site (ORNL 1991a). The 
results of the investigations are summarized below. 
After discovery of product at the site in 1986, 
fourteen wells were installed by the Navy and thirteen of 
the wells contained free product. Recovery of free product 
from the Navy's wells was initiated in 1987. ERM-West, a 
private consulting firm, was also hired to investigate the 
extent of contamination. By June 1987, eight new monitoring 
wells had been installed by ERM West and three of these 
wells contained from 5.08 cm (2 in.) to 43.18 cm (17 in.) of 
free product (Dames and Moore 1988). The Navy's product 
recovery effort was discontinued when Phase II of the base-
wide IR Program began in September 1988. The product 
recovery was discontinued because it was working poorly due 
to improper well design. One of the goals of the IR Program 
at Site 2 was to implement more effective remediation as an 
interim protective measure through a removal action (ORNL 
16 
1991a). 
The Phase I PA/SI initiated shallow soil sampling 
efforts to address contamination of the tank bottom disposal 
area, the vehicle parking area and the outdoor vehicle 
maintenance area (Fig. 6) (Dames and Moore 1988). Soil 
samples were submitted for laboratory analysis of TPH by 
EPA method 418.1. Results indicated significant petroleum 
hydrocarbon contamination (260 mg/kg and 4200 mg/kg) from 
two surface soil sampl e s collected in the tank bottom 
disposal area, minimal contamination (<54 mg/kg) in the 
vehicle parking area and significant contamination in 
the outdoor vehicle maintenance area (17,000 mg/kg and 
40 mg/kg). The contamination in the vehicle maintenance 
area attenuated rapidly with depth (Dames and Moore 1988). 
Additional NDEP actions occurred in March 1989 when the 
NDEP notified NAS Fallon of an apparent malfunction of the 
oil/water separator. The Navy subsequently discontinued use 
of the oil/water separator (ORNL 1991a). In February 1990 
another NDEP action involved the investigation of an alleged 
fuel spill in February 1988 (ORNL 1991a). The investigation 
concluded that a release of JP-5 jet fuel had occurred on 
February 22, 1988, and recommended further investigation 
into the extent of subsurface contamination (NDEP 1990). 
In response to NDEP actions and recommendations the 
remedial investigation of the new fuel farm was expedited. 
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During August and September 1989 two types of screening 
surveys were performed by ORNL at the new fuel farm. The 
field screening surveys were performed to guide the 
selection of additional monitoring well locations . The 
intent was to locate wells around the periphery of the 
petroleum hydrocarbon contaminant plume to demonstrate that 
the boundaries of the plume were known. The initial 
screening survey was a geophysical method which used a 
Geonics EM-31 electrornagnetorneter (EM) coupled with an 
ultrasonic ranging and data collection system (USRADS). The 
EM was employed to map differences in the electrical 
conductivity of the shallow groundwater believed to be 
associated with floating jet fuel (JP-5) and/or fresh water 
recharge. USRADS is a patented, computerized data-
acquisition system which relates the surveyors precise 
physical location to the instantaneous data from the EM-31 
instrument during walking surveys. It was developed by Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory to facilitate field data collec-
tion (Dickerson et al. 1989). 
The second screening survey tested soil-gas using a 
Xitech soil-gas collection system and a Photovac l0SS0 
portable gas chromatograph. After the data from these 
surveys was interpreted, tentative monitoring well locations 
were selected. These screening methods had identified 
localized areas of contamination, however, the results were 
inconclusive. Soil-gas and geophysical results were often 
conflicting and the contaminant plume boundary appeared to 
be discontinuous. Monitoring well placement - as based on 
soil-gas and geophysical screening - was postponed and 
groundwater screening was employed to provide additional 
insight into well placement. 
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Using a newly developed technique of groundwater 
screening, five areas of floating product were delineated 
and the boundaries of the overall contiguous groundwater 
plume were identified. Well placement was re-evaluated and 
well sites were relocated based on the screening informa-
tion. The results from the groundwater screening survey 
provided better plume boundary resolution and were also 
consistent with information obtained during the soil-gas 
and geophysical activities. The wells were placed at the 
perimeter of the plume in locations expected to yield 
groundwater samples at or below applicable or relevant and 
appropriate requirements (ARARs) for the site. The program 
was successful as demonstrated by monitoring well sample 
results which supported the screening data definition of the 
edge of the plume. A detailed description of the various 
screening surveys is included in the following three 
sections. Table 1 summarizes the environmental sampling 
completed at the new fuel farm. The method of assessment 
and party responsible for each method are also listed. 
Tabla 1. Sita 2, summary of environ.mental sampling 
ENVIRONMENTAL SAMPLING SUMMARY 
Responsible Party Assessment Method Number of 
Locations 
Soil gas 149 
EM geophysical 1 
survey 
ORNL/GJ Groundwater test 90 
holes 
Soil borings 4 
Groundwater wells 15 
Piezometers 7 
Staff gauges 4 
Navy Groundwater wells 14 
Soil gas 85 
Soil borings 7 
ERM-West 
Groundwater wells 8 
Note: Multiple samples often collected at each sample 
location. 
SOIL-GAS SURVEYS 
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Two types of soil-gas surveys were performed at the new 
fuel farm. The purpose of these soil-gas surveys was to 
delineate the lateral extent of volatile organic compounds 
(VOCs) related to various petroleum products spilled or 
21 
released at the site (ERM West 1988). 
Rationale 
There are a number of criteria to consider in the 
selection of a soil-gas survey method. These include: 1) 
physical and chemical properties of suspected contaminants, 
2) depth to groundwater, 3) soil type, and 4) project 
schedule and budget . There are two basic types of soil-gas 
surveys, those that employ active collection of soil-gas, 
and those that employ passive collectors. Passive tech-
niques are generally less desirable because they do not 
provide real time data (Korte et al. 1992) . Soil-gas 
surveys are best employed as a reconnaissance tool to 
identify sources of contamination and delineate limits of 
contamination (Thompson and Marrin 1987) . Data from soil-
gas surveys is often utilized to select locations for moni-
toring wells which provide data fo r comparison to regulatory 
standards for maximum contaminant levels in groundwater. 
Two types of active collection soil-gas surveys were 
performed at Site 2. The first type, used by ERM-West, 
employed a shallow PVC collection tube. The second type, 
used by ORNL, employed a steel probe driven to the capillary 
fringe. Both survey techniques are described below. The 
site was considered amenable to soil-gas techniques because 
the suspected contaminant, liquid JP-5, contains about 13% 
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volatile organic compounds (Hughes and Wiefling 1985) which 
would readily partition into soil-gas, the soils are rela-
tively sandy with good connected porosity, the groundwater 
is shallow, and the area of investigation was relatively 
large. A large area can often be approached in the most 
cost effective manner by using a reconnaissance level tech-
nique to identify targets for more specific sampling systems 
such as groundwater monitoring wells. This approach to site 
characterizations is considered state of the art and is 
favored by the Environmental Protection Agency (Korte et al. 
1989) . 
ERK West Soil-gas Methodology 
The ERM West survey was accomplished by installing a 
2.5 cm (1 in.) diameter PVC probe to a shallow depth in the 
soil, withdrawing soil-gas by suction and analyzing the gas 
with an organic vapor analyzer. Sample points were located 
on a 15 m (50 ft) grid utilizing the perimeter fence and 
existing structures within the area as guides (Fig. 7). At 
each point, 2.5 cm (1 in.) diameter borings were drilled to 
an approximate depth of .75 m (2.5 ft) using an electric 
rote-hammer. A soil-gas probe, as depicted in Fig. 8, was 
then inserted into the boring and the annulus sealed with 
soil. The soil between the probe and the boring wall was 
tamped down to ensure that only gas vapors from the soil 
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were entering the bottom of the probe. The presence of voes 
in the soil-gas was tested with a Foxboro Century 128 Flame 
Ionization Detector (FID), Organic Vapor Analyzer (OVA) con-
figured for survey mode. The instrument was connected to 
the soil-gas probe with Tygon tubing. The suction pump of 
the OVA was used to draw gas vapors from the probe. The 
OVA measures voe concentration by producing a response to 
an unknown sample which can be related to a methane gas 
standard of known concentration. The specific type and 
concentration of voe is not identified by the instrument. 
The instrument must be periodically calibrated with the 
standard to ensure consistent readings. Both the maximum 
and stabilized OVA readings were recorded from each probe 
location as parts per million in moist air. The OVA 
readings at each site were variable because the volume of 
voes occurring at each site varies depending on soil 
moisture, soil type, void ratio, porosity, and temperature. 
Thus, the OVA readings can only be compared on a relative 
basis. 
Prior to taking a field measurement, a background 
ambient voe concentration was measured and recorded. When-
ever field readings above the ambient background were 
measured, they were checked with an HNU photoionization 
detector Model PI 101 to determine the presence or absence 
of methane contribution to the reading. The HNU equipped 
with a 10.2 electron volt (ev) ultraviolet lamp source does 
• 
not detect methane, however the HNU does respond to many 
aromatic hydrocarbons which ionize at or below 10.2 ev. 
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Thus a positive response on the OVA coupled with no response 
on the HNU was considered indicative of methane gas which 
could be attributed to the presence of natural organic 
matter rather than the presence of JP-5. Concurrent HNU and 
OVA readings were also obtained at all locations with above 
ambient OVA readings. Pure JP-5 jet fuel produced a reading 
of 300 ppm when tested under ~aboratory conditions with both 
the OVA and the HNU. These pure concentration detection 
levels were found to decrease with the addition of water in 
a controlled experiment (ERM West 1988). 
A total of 85 soil-gas locations were tested. Comple-
tion of the survey required three people for 7 days . The 
results are discussed below. 
ERM West Results 
Stabilized soil-gas readings were collected from 85 
locations at the fuel farm as shown on Fig. 7. The highest 
readings were obtained in the leach field area near the 
oil/water separator. This area contained 5 of the 13 wells 
previously installed by the Navy, which had revealed product 
floating on top of the groundwater. Readings of 1000 ppm 
were measured with the OVA within the leach field area at 
the fuel farm. Comparison of these measurements to the 
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measurements made in the pure product laboratory experiment, 
prompted the high readings to be attributed to the presence 
of petroleum hydrocarbon products other than JP-5 (possibly 
av-gas or some other petroleum product with higher concen-
trations of voes). Water sample results from wells 
installed later neither supported nor refuted this assump-
tion although the results did support a finding of JP-5. 
The level of voes in JP-5 is small, thus, a small amount of 
one of the other fuels such as av-gas would give a high 
field reading for voes but still result in a finding of JP-5 
when the floating product was analyzed in a laboratory. 
The original purpose of the soil-gas survey was to 
provide data which could be contoured to indicate the areas 
of floating product on the groundwater at the fuel farm. 
The estimated product plume areas drawn from the soil-gas 
survey are presented in Fig. 7. Three areas of anomalous 
readings were discovered within the fuel farm; however, 
significant variations in readings were found within the 
anomalous regions and two areas where floating product was 
later discovered went undetected by this method. Thus, the 
contoured gradient of organic vapors within the top .75 m 
(2.5 ft) of soil did not necessarily reflect the true areas 
of floating product. Even though the technique did not 
ac_pomplish the original goal, the so i l-gas survey provided 
! 
some useful information for determining areas of high 
concentrations of JP-5 in the soil and groundwater. It was 
• 
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useful for locating several monitoring wells within the 
plume boundaries, but failed to completely delineate either 
the product or the dissolved portions of the groundwater 
plume. In fact soil-gas results from west of the fuel farm 
seemed to indicate the area was clean, but later testing 
found a large plume of floating product there . 
OR.NL soil-Gas Methodology 
The ORNL soil-gas survey was conducted to map the areal 
extent of the jet fuel contamination in the shallow ground-
water. Potential sources of jet fuel contamination were 
identified prior to the survey as a faulty oil/water separ -
ator, runoff from spills on the asphalt surface, tank bottom 
disposal, and a 2000 gal fuel spill in February 1988. 
The ORNL soil-gas survey was conducted in September 
1989, a week after the completion of the EM-31 geophysical 
survey. The testing generally proceeded on a grid from 
areas of known contamination downgradient to the limits of 
detection of the sampling method. Contamination had been 
detected previously by the ERM West soil-gas survey and 
confirmed by wells installed and sampled by ERM West. 
The ORNL soil-gas survey employed the Xitech system 
for collection of soil-gas. This system included a set of 
hollow 1.9 cm (3/4 in.) diameter steel probes, a drive 
hammer, disposable slotted points, Tygon tubing, and a small 
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vacuum pump (Fig. 9). The probe with the point attached to 
tygon tubing inside the probe annulus was driven into the 
soil. Unlike the ERM West soil-gas method which consisted 
of installing a PVC probe into a predrilled .75 m (2.5 ft) 
deep hole, the Xitech probe was driven to about 1.70 m 
(5.5 ft), a depth estimated to be near the capillary fringe 
of the shallow groundwater. The rationale for testing the 
deeper soil-gas was that the closer the test was to the 
groundwater and possib l e floating or dissolved jet fuel, the 
more likely the chances of voe detection by the method. 
After attaining the desired depth, the probe was withdrawn, 
leaving the slotted point in place attached to the Tygon 
tubing. The surface of the remaining hole was tamped closed 
to seal the point off from ambient air. The vacuum pump was 
attached and at least three hole volumes of soil-gas were 
purged prior to collecting a sample for testing. A sample 
was collected in a Tedlar bag and transported to the field 
GC for testing. 
The field GC was regularly calibrated with benzene, 
toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylene (BTEX) standards and 
syringe blank samples were injected at frequent intervals as 
quality control (QC) samples. A continuous stream of 
carrier gas was run through the GC to purge the system 
between samples. The syringes were cleaned and baked 
between sample injections. 
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A 100 µL syringe was used to transfer a sample of the 
soil-gas from the Tedlar bag to the field GC. The resultant 
chromatogram was inspected for anomalous peaks and a deter-
mination of relative concentrations of volatile organic 
compounds was made. Table 2 shows gross voe values derived 
from the GC chromatograms by adding up the total peak values 
for both identified and unknown compounds. Due to the 
limited accuracy of the field GC method and lack of complete 
calibration, these measurements are considered strictly 
qualitative. Other qualitative designations, such as 
"clean", slightly contaminated, and highly contaminated were 
assigned to each soil-gas test hole. This data was used to 
define the limits of detectable contamination (plume bound-
aries) (Fig. 10). If the chromatogram for a soil-gas sample 
resembled the blank run, then the sample was considered 
"clean". Designations such as slightly or highly contam-
inated were determined by comparing the relative number and 
intensity of peaks on the chromatograms. 
A total of 149 soil-gas locations were tested. The 
survey required 3 people 8 days to complete. The results 
are discussed below. 
ORNL Results 
The ORNL soil-gas results confirmed the presence of 
petroleum hydrocarbon contamination in the vadose zone at 
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Table 2 Soil-gas results (units ppm in air) 
survey conducted at IR-2 NAS Fallon, Nevada 
EAST NORTH SERIES 1 BTXE UNKNOWN TOTAL 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 100 0 0 0 0 
3 0 150 0 150 0 150 
4 0 250 250 175 150 575 
5 0 300 0 99 150 249 
6 0 400 0 100 0 100 
7 0 500 0 0 150 150 
8 40 100 0 37 0 37 
9 50 150 250 1250 300 1800 
10 50 200 0 0 300 300 
11 50 250 3000 3000 150 6150 
12 50 300 0 0 0 0 
13 50 350 0 0 150 150 
14 50 400 0 0 0 0 
15 50 450 0 0 0 0 
16 100 150 0 4000 0 4000 
17 100 200 0 28 0 28 
18 100 250 0 150 150 300 
19 100 300 0 550 150 700 
20 100 350 0 0 0 0 
21 100 400 0 46 0 46 
22 100 500 0 430 150 580 
23 115 0 0 57 0 57 
24 150 50 0 120 0 120 
25 150 200 250 2000 0 2250 
26 150 250 0 0 0 0 
27 150 300 3000 2700 0 5700 
28 150 350 3000 3000 0 6000 
29 150 600 0 150 150 300 
30 200 0 0 0 0 0 
Series 1 stands for JP-5, numbers are relative concentrations v,ith 3000 representing the 
highest concentration and O the lowest. 
BTXE is represented as the sum of the constituent concentration. 
Unknowns are relative concentrations \I.1th 1000 the highest and O the lowest. 
Clean= 0 
Slightly Contaminated = 1 - 1000 
• Highly Contaminated = 1000 
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Table 2 ( continued) 
EAST NORTH SERIES 1 BTXE UNKNOWN TOTAL 
31 200 50 50 140 150 340 
32 200 300 0 0 0 0 
33 250 50 0 26 150 176 
34 250 100 0 1600 500 2100 
35 250 300 0 40 0 40 
36 275 700 0 0 500 500 
37 300 0 0 162 0 162 
38 300 50 0 0 0 0 
39 300 100 25 1500 500 2250 
40 300 150 250 700 1000 1950 
41 350 0 0 15 0 15 
42 350 0 0 800 0 800 
43 350 100 0 15 0 15 
44 350 150 0 3000 500 3500 
45 350 200 25 9500 0 9750 
46 350 250 250 930 500 1680 
47 400 -50 0 0 0 0 
48 400 0 0 340 500 840 
49 400 150 0 14 0 14 
50 400 200 0 0 0 0 
51 400 250 3000 3000 C 6000 
52 400 300 0 100 150 250 
53 400 350 0 0 0 0 
54 450 0 0 0 0 0 
55 450 50 0 190 300 490 
56 450 150 0 0 150 150 
57 450 250 0 0 0 0 
58 450 300 3000 9400 0 12400 
59 450 350 3000 3000 0 6000 
60 450 400 0 0 150 150 
61 450 450 0 0 0 0 
62 500 -50 0 0 0 0 
63 500 0 0 30 150 180 
64 500 50 0 0 150 150 
65 500 100 3000 3000 0 6000 
66 500 150 250 2000 0 2250 
67 500 200 0 0 0 0 
68 500 250 250 600 0 850 
69 500 300 0 0 0 0 
70 500 350 3000 3000 0 6000 
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Table 2 (continued) 
EAST NORTH SERIES 1 BTXE UNKNOWN TOTAL 
71 500 400 0 0 150 150 
72 500 450 0 0 0 0 
73 500 500 0 0 0 0 
74 500 550 0 490 150 640 
75 500 600 250 1680 300 2230 
76 500 650 0 45 150 195 
77 500 850 0 0 0 0 
78 550 50 0 1500 1000 2500 
79 550 100 0 0 0 0 
80 550 150 250 100 500 850 
81 550 200 0 0 0 0 
82 550 300 0 0 0 0 
83 550 350 3000 3000 0 6000 
84 550 400 0 0 0 0 
85 550 550 0 114 0 114 
86 550 600 0 90 0 90 
87 600 -50 0 0 0 0 
88 600 0 0 600 300 900 
89 600 50 0 1000 750 1750 
90 600 100 0 0 0 0 
91 600 150 0 0 0 0 
92 600 200 0 4000 150 4150 
93 600 250 0 60 0 60 
94 600 350 0 0 0 0 
95 600 400 0 60 150 210 
96 600 450 0 43 0 43 
97 600 500 0 0 0 0 
98 650 50 0 590 1000 1.590 
99 650 100 0 0 300 300 
100 650 150 0 2 1000 1002 
101 650 200 0 0 500 500 
102 650 250 0 210 150 360 
103 650 300 0 20 300 320 
104 650 350 0 0 150 150 
105 650 400 0 70 0 70 
106 700 -50 0 0 0 0 
107 700 0 0 500 750 1250 
108 700 50 0 0 150 150 
109 700 100 0 0 0 0 
110 700 150 3000 3000 0 6000 
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Table 2 ( continued) 
EAST NORTH SERIES 1 BTXE UNKNOWN TOTAL 
111 700 200 0 0 0 0 
112 700 250 0 80 150 230 
113 700 300 0 0 0 0 
114 700 350 0 10 300 310 
115 700 400 0 59 0 59 
116 700 450 0 114 150 264 
117 750 50 0 71 150 221 
118 750 100 0 400 300 700 
119 750 150 0 0 150 150 
120 750 200 250 9000 0 9250 
121 750 250 0 110 150 260 
122 750 300 0 0 0 0 
123 750 350 0 0 0 0 
124 750 400 0 400 0 400 
125 750 450 0 220 150 370 
126 800 -50 0 0 0 0 
127 800 0 0 0 0 0 
128 800 50 0 0 0 0 
129 800 100 0 0 0 0 
130 800 150 0 0 150 150 
131 800 200 0 48 0 48 
132 800 250 0 JOO 1000 1100 
133 800 300 0 0 0 0 
134 850 50 0 0 500 500 
135 850 100 0 I 10 300 410 
136 850 )50 0 0 0 0 
137 850 200 0 0 0 0 
138 900 -50 0 0 0 0 
139 900 0 0 120 750 870 
140 900 50 0 0 500 500 
141 900 100 0 65 300 365 
142 900 150 0 10 s 10 
143 900 200 0 0 0 0 
144 950 0 0 70 0 70 
145 950 50 0 50 0 50 
146 950 100 0 0 0 0 
147 950 150 0 950 0 950 
148 950 200 0 0 150 150 
149 1000 50 0 0 150 150 
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the fuel farm. There were, however, many points on the grid 
within the overall plume which showed little or no detect-
able contamination using this method. These non-detect 
locations may have been the result of various factors, such 
as heterogeneous geology (e.g. permeability barriers such as 
clay stringers), preferred groundwater flow paths (e.g. 
buried channel sand deposits), varying volumetric water 
content of the vadose zone ((Marrin 1988] has indicated 
little success in soil-gas monitoring studies when the 
vadose zone has low air filled porosity), and varying depth 
to groundwater due to topography. All of the above factors 
can affect the detection of contaminated groundwater by 
soil-gas methods, which is why the method serves only as a 
reconnaissance tool (Devitt et al. 1987). Some of the grid 
points with detectable contamination outside of the known 
product areas were attributed to possible isolated spots of 
residual hydrocarbon contamination from past practices; 
however, later groundwater screening showed that the area 
contained one large contiguous groundwater plume encom-
passing several product plumes. 
Two potential jet fuel plumes were identified by this 
soil-gas survey (Fig. 10). One plume area was in the 
vicinity of the underground storage tanks north of the top-
off rack where product level concentrations of JP-5 were 
found by ERM West. This area was historically used for tank 
bottom sludge disposal and was the site of a 2000 gal fuel 
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spill in February 1988. Most of the fuel was cleaned up and 
surface soil samples taken at the spill site by Navy 
personnel showed no detectable hydrocarbon contamination. 
This is; however, not conclusive evidence that some of the 
fuel did not infiltrate to the water table, because residual 
fuel in the surface soil may volatilize and degrade rapidly 
after the fuel wetting front has reached the water table. 
The contamination may also be the result of a leaking tank 
or associated underground piping. 
The second soil-gas plwne started at the oil/water 
separator leach field and dissipated downgradient southeast 
into the transportation yard. It roughly coincided with the 
two plumes mapped by the ERM West soil-gas survey, except 
that the two plwnes appeared as one and extended much 
farther downgradient. The extension of the plume to the 
west was explained by the surface runoff from the top-off 
rack where numerous spills had reportedly occurred. study 
of the chromatograms demonstrated that the concentrations of 
detectable voes diminished with distance from the source and 
fewer compounds were detected at the distal edge of the 
plume. This was attributed to the assumed increase in age 
of the fuel with distance from the source, thus allowing 
more time for the plume to be affected by dispersion, 
degradation, volatilization, and adsorption. 
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FIELD SCREEDING WITH EM31 AND USRADS 
Rationale 
During August 1989 and again during November 1990 
electromagnetic geophysical surveys were perfonned at sites 
at NAS Fallon. The surveys involved the use of a Geonics 
EM31 electromagnetometer coupled with an ultrasonic ranging 
and data collection (USRAD) system. Specifically t he EM was 
employed to map differences in the electrical conductivity 
of the shallow groundwater and soil profile believed to be 
associated with floating jet fuel (JP-5), varying degrees of 
groundwater salinity, and/or buried metallic debris. The 
surveys were perfonned to help guide the selection of 
monitoring well locations at several sites. 
Methodology 
The electromagnetic geophysical surveys were conducted 
using a Geonics EM31 field portable instrument coupled with 
an Ultrasonic Ranging and Data System. The EMJl data 
provides a measure of the conductivity of the soil in the 
surveyed area. Underground conductivity contrasts often 
yield clues about the soil type, salinity, water content, 
and the location of buried metal. 
The Ultrasonic Ranging and Data (USRAD) system is a 
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patented, computerized data acquisition system developed by 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory to collect and relate data 
from field portable instruments with the precise physical 
location of the data points (Fig. 11). The USRAD System 
incorporates three technologies: radio frequency (RF) 
communications, ultrasonics, and microcomputers (PC) 
(Dickerson et al. 1989). The system is adaptable to many 
field portable instruments, including gamma-ray detectors, 
electromagnetic geophysical instruments, and x-ray fluor-
escence instruments. Any instrument which is field portable 
and has a digital signal output could theoretically be 
adapted to the system. 
RF is used for system timing, communications, and data 
transfer. The propagation time of an ultrasonic signal 
serves as a device to measure the distance travelled while 
scanning . The PC is used to calculate the surveyor posi-
tion; reduce, store, and display data; prepare reports; and 
transfer data into electronic data bases . The hardware 
included in the USRAD System consists of a surveyor's back-
pack, 15 stationary receivers, a master receiver, custom 
computer interface, and a PC. The details of system 
development, operation, and applications are contained in an 
ORNL report entitled Field Testing and Applications of the 
Ultrasonic Ranging and Data (USRAD) System, October 1989. 
DISTANCE 2 
: TRIPOD MOUNTED 
RECEIVER/TRAN SMITTER 
SUPPORT VEHICLE CONTAIN ING 
MASTER RECIEVER. COMPUTER TIME 
MODULE, AND PORTABLE COMPUTER 
Fig. 11. USR/11) Sys t e m. .c-
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Field Work 
The field work portion of the surveys at the new fuel 
farm required three people for four days. Each set up with 
the USRAD System covered a block area of 60 m x 60 m (200 ft 
x 200 ft). The data collection proceeded as follows: one 
person carried the instrument and the backpack and walked 
over the block; a second person monitored the PC as the data 
was transmitted and fo l lowed the system tracking on the 
screen to ensure that the block was adequately covered and 
that the data was transmitted correctly; and a third person 
helped with set up and tear down of the system. The data 
consisted of many thousand individual readings taken at one 
second intervals over the course of the surveys. This is 
far more data than the traditional survey technique of 
manually taking instrument readings at evenly spaced grid 
points. Thus, the data coverage is much better and the 
anomaly resolution is more accurate. 
Results 
The raw field data was contoured by inverse distance 
weighing using the Surfer program produced by Golden 
Software. The program was used to smooth the data and to 
remove some of the effects of cultural interferences, such 
as underground utilities, fences, above ground tanks, etc. 
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Smoothing can also be used to remove small scale anomalies 
(e.g., man-hole covers) and accent major trends. Only data 
for the new fuel farm is discussed in this section, the 
results for the other three sites surveyed are presented in 
Appendix A. Contour maps of the data along with track maps 
of the survey blocks showing data collection points are also 
included. 
Two trends of low conductivity were revealed by the 
EM survey at the new fuel farm (Fig . 12) . The two prom-
inent, low-conductivity anomalies trend south 50' east and 
appear to be associated with changes in the electrical 
conductivity of the groundwater (Fig. 13). The conductivity 
of the groundwater tested in the monitoring wells at the 
site ranged from less than 1000 µhmos/cm to greater than 
10,000 µhmos/cm, indicating that the water quality ranges 
from fresh to brackish . The results also show anomalously 
high conductivities related to a chain link fence across the 
south side of the fuel farm and to two underground tanks 
(Fig. 12) . The trends of low conductivity mapped by EM 
geophysics correlate with the wells exhibiting lower 
conductivity measurements. The trends do not necessarily 
correlate to areas known to be underlain by floating product 
on the groundwater, but do follow the same directional 
trends as the former Carson River channel mapped across the 
site (Fig. 3). Hence, the EM survey is probably mapping 
plumes of groundwater and soil with lower salinity and 
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conductivity as opposed to mapping layers of floating 
hydrocarbons on the water table. Calculations performed by 
ORNL geophysicist, John Nyquist support this conclusion. 
His evaluation indicated that the low conductivity anomalies 
were too strong to be accounted for by floating hydrocarbons 
or by changing depth to water due to topography. This is 
not to say that the low conductivity anomalies are not 
related to hydrocarbon plumes. In fact, the soil-gas survey 
and groundwater test hole data indicate that petroleum 
hydrocarbons are associated with both of the plumes of fresh 
water. But, the plume boundaries extend outside of the 
geophysical anomalies and were not completely described by 
the geophysical results. 
The largest low conductivity anomaly is associated with 
the oil/water separator (0/WS) leach field (Fig. 12). 
Historical data indicates that the 0/WS leach field is the 
major source of contamination in the area. The function of 
the 0/WS was to collect fuel spills and wash water from the 
top-off rack. The separator was poorly designed and 
maintained. It collected both fuel and water from routine 
pavement washing at the top-off rack, but did not effec-
tively separate the layer of fuel from the water layer prior 
to discharge into the leach field. Thus, large amounts of 
fresh water and fuel were discharged through the leach field 
into the shallow groundwater. Furthermore, the leach field 
is occasionally inundated with surface runoff from rainfall 
• 
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events. This water infiltrates and adds to the fresh water 
plume. Interpretation of the monitoring well water level 
data indicates that the groundwater flow gradient is 
approximately south 70° east (Fig. 14). Note that this is 
20· different from the low conductivity trend mapped by the 
EM geophysics . There are two possible explanations for the 
discrepancy: the fresh water plume may be following the 
trend of the buried channel (most likely), or mounding at 
the leach field is causing errors in the flow determination. 
(The surface of a mound is curved and the solution to a 
three point flow direction calculation assumes a planar 
surface.) 
The geophysical contour map indicated that the extent 
of the fresh water plume associated with the leach field was 
not completely defined. The apparent end of the anomaly 
along the southeast boundary of the site was a distortion 
caused by the high readings obtained along the chain link 
fence separating the fuel farm and the transportation yard. 
The anomaly resumes on the south side of the fence and 
appears to extend out of the surveyed area to the southeast. 
A smaller, low conductivity anomaly is located west of 
the 0/WS just south of the top-off rack. There is a water 
hydrant there that was leaking fresh water at the time of 
the survey. It was still leaking several weeks later and 
probably represented a long term source of fresh water 
recharge. This area also ponds water during rainfall events 
48 
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and facility personnel have noted hydrocarbons on the 
surface of the ponded water. The conclusion, therefore, is 
that the small southeasterly trending, low conductivity 
anomaly in the area represents a second plume. The limits 
of this fresh water plume appear to be defined by the 
geophysical data; however, the associated soil-gas and 
groundwater test hole plume of petroleum hydrocarbon 
contamination continues to the southeast. This may be an 
indication that the fresh water plume is younger than part 
of the fuel plume. 
Recommendations for additional monitoring well loca-
tions at the fuel farm were made based on the geophysical 
and soil-gas survey results. There was, however, little 
confidence that these proposed locations were optimized by 
the existing data and there was no assurance that once the 
wells were installed and tested that the site character-
ization would be complete and the project could proceed to 
remedial design. It was anticipated that an additional set 
of wells might be needed to complete the characterization, 
which would be both time consuming and expensive. Thus, 
monitoring well placement - as based on soil-gas and 
geophysical screening - was postponed and groundwater test 
hole screening was employed to provide additional insight 
into well placement . 
50 
GROUNDWATER TEST HOLE FIELD SCREENING 
Rationale 
A method of direct groundwater screening was deemed 
desirable because the results of soil-gas and geophysical 
surveys at the site were inconclusive. Two types of direct 
groundwater screening methods were considered. One type 
involving the Xitech soil-gas system had been tested 
successfully by ORNL at another site, however, it was very 
labor intensive and acquisition of water samples was dif-
ficult. The other type involved the use of a hydropunch 
sampler. The sampler was new on the market at the time and 
relatively untested, however, it was adaptable to use with a 
small hydraulically powered drilling rig which promised to 
reduce the labor intensity. In practice, however, the 
hydropunch sampler proved to be slow, inconsistent, and 
subject to damage when used with a hydraulic hammer. Thus, 
a new method called groundwater test hole screening was 
developed for use at the site. 
Similar to soil-gas and geophysical surveys , the 
groundwater test hole screening was employed as a recon-
naissance level investigative tool. Logically, if ground-
water contamination is the concern at a site, a method of 
direct groundwater screening should be considered. A direct 
measurement method would be expected to yield the most 
c
consistent results. It would also appear to be less 
sensitive to the variables affecting the results of soil- 
gas and geophysical methods. Criteria to consider when 
selecting a groundwater screening technique include:
1) depth to groundwater (is it feasible to obtain water 
samples quickly and easily); 2) soil type (is the soil
y
easily penetrated); 3) site accessibility, (can a small 
drill rig move easily around the site); 4) data quality 
objectives (is reconnaissance level data sufficient);
5) size of the site (can the site be covered just as easily 
by one or two wells; 6) project budget and schedule; (does 
the project require a rapid cost effective screening 
approach). Once the decision to use groundwater test hole 
screening was made the next consideration was how best to 
proceed with the survey.
The approach to field screening at different sites 
varied depending on^^what was known about contamination at 
each site. Some sites such as Site 1, the fire training 
area (Appendix B), and Site 2, the new fuel farm, were 
strongly suspected or known to be contaminated. In these 
cases the field screening started in areas of known ground- 
water contamination or surface soil staining and proceeded 
away and downgradient in the direction of regional ground- 
water flow, to the detectable limits of contamination. Then 
the plume boundaries were traced around the perimeter to the 
upgradient limits of detectable contamination. At other
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sites such as Site 6, the defuel disposal area, and Site 20, 
the checkerboard landfill, where there was doubt about the 
potential for or location of contamination, the screening 
was initially conducted by drilling fence patterns of 
groundwater test holes roughly perpendicular to regional
groundwater flow lines downgradient of the suspected site
/
(Appendix B). If contamination was detected as at Site 6, 
then the survey proceeded as above. If, however, no contam­
ination was detected as at Site 20, then the survey was 
completed around all sides of the site where it was reason­
able to expect contaminants to be migrating from the site.
6-
Methodology—
This field screening technique was developed by ORNL/GJ 
field personnel after the soil-gas and EM-31 geophysical 
techniques proved inconclusive or inadequate. As discussed 
above the technique was an outgrowth of attempting to use a 
hydropunch sampler. After the third failed attempt at using 
the hydropunch to obtain a sample at one location it was
discovered that a bailer could be dropped into the open hole
after-removal of the hydropunch. It was much easier to
obtain a water sample with the bailer than with the hydro-
«
punch and since the purpose of the sampling was for field 
screening, it did not matter if the sample contained
/
., 
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abundant suspended sediment. The new technique which proved 
to be quicker and simpler, involved drilling a 10 cm (4 in.) 
diameter auger hole down to the water table with a small 
truck mounted hydraulically powered auger rig Fig. 15) .
This was faster than driving the hydropunch with the same 
rig. Each hole was monitored continuously during drilling
y
for volatile organic compounds with an HNU photoionization 
detector model PI-101. The PID was calibrated daily with 
a known gas standard (isobutylene). Elevated readings 
obtained during drilling and in the open hole were noted in 
the field log book. Occasionally the HNU would react to 
exhaust from the rig, however, this problem was eventually 
minimized byT^outing the exhaust away from and downwind of 
the work area with a flexible metal pipe and by checking for 
repeatable readings with the HNU. The color and composition 
of the drill cuttings were also noted and recorded in the 
field log book. This information was valuable because a 
correlation between gray reduced cuttings and high readings 
on the HNU was noted in the field. Thus, if all the 
cuttings were buff or tan colored, low VOC concentrations 
were indicated, and if a gray soil zone was encountered, 
higher-concentrations of VOCs were suspected.
After each hole was drilled at least 1 to 2 m (3 to 
6 ft) into the shallow water table, a groundwater sample was 
collected from the open hole with a bailer or screened
, 
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Fig. 15. Groundwater test hole method schematic.
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auger. The choice of which sampling device to use depended
on whether or not the hole would stand open after the augers
were removed. Where sandy soil was encountered, the holes
tended to cave in up to the top of the wat~~y ble and a
screened auger had to be drilled into the water bearing sand
to obtain a sample, otherwise a bailer was the quickest way
to obtain a sample. Once obtained, the water sample was
poured from the bailer or screened auger into a 250 ml glass
vial. The vials were purchased from I-Chem equipped with
teflon septum caps, and were certified precleaned with
respect to volatile organic compounds. A new vial was used
for each sample. During the sample transfer, about 50 ml of
headspace w~eft in the container. The sample was capped
immediately and allowed to equilibrate in the container for
at least 30 min. This equilibration period was necessary to
ensure that any dissolved volatile organic compounds in the
water sample had sufficient time to partition into the air
in the headspace of the vial. All augers, hailers, and
other sampling tools were steam cleaned between holes. 
The capped samples were transported to- the van
containing the field portable gas chromatograph (Photovac -
Model ~OSSO). Then an aliquot of headspace air, was removed
from each vial with a syringe (usually a 100 µ volume
provided sufficient gas for a test) and was injected into
the field GC. Sometimes a smaller sample aliquot was
injected if there was evidence that the sample was highly 
/ 
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contaminated. This subjective decision was made based on
·criteria such as above ambient PID readings in the open
hole, visible product in the sample, noticeable hydrocarbon
odor, and gray reduced appearance of the dri+: 5t-1ttings. 
The appearance of visible product was considered ample
evidence of contamination and no test was generally run on
such sampaes. If a sample did not contain visible product,
then a test was performed. The resultant chromatogram was
inspected for anomalous peaks and a determination of
relative concentrations of volatile organic compounds was
made. Thus, qualitative designations, such as "clean",
~lightly contaminated, and highly contaminated were assigned
to each groundwater test hole for the purposes of creating a
relative concentration map. The data tables in this section
and in Appendix B degignate the holes as "pos" and "neg"
indicating that the sample either tested positive or neg-
ative for voes with the HNU and the GC. In general, the
anomalous peaks were confirmed by PID readings in the open
drill hole. Specifically in 90% of the 450 holes tested at
the various sites, the field GC results were consistent with
other field observations (Appendix B). 
The field GC was regularly calibrated with benzene, 
toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylene (BTEX) standards. Syringe 
blank samples were injected at ' frequent intervals as quality
control (QC) samples. A continuous stream of carrier gas
was run through the GC to purge the system between samples. 
I 
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The syringes were cleaned and baked between sample
injections. If the chromatogram for the sample resembled
the blank run, and there were no elevated PIO readings, then 
the sample was considered "clean". Occasionally samples 
\. ... - ;t 
were tested twice to check repeatability of the results. 
Ten split samples were sent to Alpha Analytical Laboratory
in eno, Nevada for overnight analysis of volatile organic
I 
compounds by EPA method 624. The results confirmed the
fie}d designation of " clean" for all ten samples. This
field screening method has proven very effective for
detecting and delineating petroleum hydrocarbon contaminated
groundwater plumes at NAS allon. 
Results 
A map showing the results of the groundwater screening
at the new fuel farm is shown in ig. 16, similar maps for
other sites are included in Appendix B. Table 3 includes
the results of groundwater screening at the new fuel farm.
Tables of the results for the other sites ara included in 
Appendix B. A narrative summary of the results for the new --.... 
fuel farm is presented below as well as the results of the 
subsequent monitoring well sampling. Discussions of results 
for oth~r sites are included i n Appendix B. 
As shown in ig. 16, five areas of floating product 
contamination have been delineated: 1) the area east of 
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Table 3. Screening results for Site 2
PID RekJ GC
Siie # Hole # Pos. Neg. Pos. Neg.
Final
Decision Comments
2 1 X X POS Next to ERM15
2 2 X X POS \ A
2 3 X X POS
2 4 X X POS
2 5 X X POS
2 6 X X POS
2 7 X X POS
2 8 X X POS
2 9 > X X POS
2 10 X X POS
2 11 X X NEG
2 12 X X NEG
2 13 X X POS
2 14 X X NEG
2 15 X X NEG
2 16 X X NEG PID reading exhaust
2 17 X X NEG
2 18 X X NTEG
' 2 19 X X POS
2 20 X ND POS Product
2 21 X X NEG
2 22 X X NEG
2 23 X ND POS Product
2 24 X X POS Slight GC response,
Neg denection on PID
2 25 X X POS Slight GC response
2 26 X X POS Slight GC response
2 27 X X POS
2 28 X X NEG
2 29 X X POS
2 30 X X NEG
2 31 X X POS Product
2 32 X X POS Produa
2 33 X X NEG
2 34 X X NEG
2 35 X X NEG PID reading exhaust
2 36 X X NEG
2 37 X X NEG
2 38 X X POS Product
2 39 X X POS Produa
2 40* X X POS Slight GC response
2 41 X X NEG
2 42 X X • POS
2 43 X X NEG PID reading exhaust
2 44 X X NEG PID reading exhaust
2 45 X X NEG PID reading exhaust
/
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Table 3. (continued)
Site # Hole #
PID Field GC
CommentsPos. Neg. Pos. Neg.
Final
Elecision
2 46 X X NEG PID reading exhaust
2 47 X X NEG
2 48 X X NEG ■ A
2 49 X X NEG
2 50 NO DATA
2 51 X X NEG
2 52 X X NEG
2 X X NEG
2 54 X ND POS Produa
2 55 X ND POS Product
2 56 X ND POS Produa
2 57 X X POS
2 58 X ND POS Produa
2 59 X ND POS Produa
2 60 X X NEG PID reading exhaust
2 61 X ND POS Produa
2 62 X ND POS Produa
/ 2 63 X ND POS Produa
2 64 X X NEG PID reading exhaust
2 65 X ND POS Produa
2 66 X X NEG
2 67 X X NEG
2 68 X X NEG
2 69 X X POS Produa
2 70 X X POS PID false negative
2 71 X ND NEG Site 1
2 72 X ND NEG Site 6
2 73 X ND POS
2 74 X ND POS Produa
2 75 X ND POS Produa
2 76 X ND NEG
2 77 X ND POS Produa
2 78 X ND NEG
2 79 X ND NEG
2 80 X ND POS -
2 81 X ND NEG
2 82 X ND POS Produa
2 83 X ND NEG
2 84 X ND NEG
2 85 X ND POS
2 86 X ND NEG
2 87 X •ND NEG
2 88 X ND NEG
2 89 X ND NEG
2 90 X ND POS Produa
Total = 89
ND = Not done 
/
4 holes with negative PID and positive GC 
6 holes with positive PID and negative GC 
\\% disagreement between PID and GC 
89% agreement
----
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sfgteieIsfg ynf( ;3«oTq ;S ylt netn 1tyattf ylt vsbvwfi 
pynywIf nfg ylt dsth dnebq zS ylt netn ftne n dIebte psbv 
sptg dIe .Ihht.ywfi dsth deIb htn(wfi ynf(te yes.(p ny ylt 
dsth dnebq «S ylt netn Bspy fIeyl Id ylt yIv Iddyen.( nfg 
2S ylt IwhDanyte ptvnenyIe nfg nppI.wnytg htn.ldwthg netnr 
ult ieIsfganyte ytpy lIht p.ettfwfi anp n..Ibvhwpltg wf 
c gnCp nfg et)swetg n .eta Id « vtIvhtr —t.nspt gnyn atet 
n-nwhn1ht awylwf nf lIse ndyte I1ynwfwfi n pnbvhtq ylt dwfnh 
gt.wpwIf n1Isy vhn.tbtfy Id bIfwyIewfi athhp anp bngt wbbtR
gwnythC ndyte .IbvhtywIf Id ylt pse-tCr mthh wfpynhhnywIfp 
1tinf ylt dIhhIawfi att(r
A Olnpt ,, pwyto.lnen.ytewFnywIf 1C kR/V wf.hsgtg 
wfpynhhwfi dIseyttf 2 .b 6; wfrS gwnbtyte bIfwyIewfi athhp 
nfg Ift vsbvwfi athh ny ylt fta dsth dneb 6Fwir T7Sr xIpy 
Id ylt athhp atet wfpynhhtg yI .Ifdweb ylt hwbwyp Id ylt 
gwppIh-tg veIgs.y vhsbt np gtdwftg 1C ylt ieIsfganyte ytpy 
lIhtpr xIfwyIewfi athh xm3c anp wfpynhhtg np n gsnh 
.IbvhtywIfq ­.htnf” sviengwtfy athhr mthhp xm37 6pwfiht 
.IbvhtywIfSq xm38 6gsnh .IbvhtywIfSq nfg xm3J 6pwfiht 
.IbvhtywIfS atet wfpynhhtg 1tyattf ylt dsth dneb nfg ylt 
VIate 5wniIfnh /Ir T 5enwfr jdyte vseiwfiq ylt svvte 
.IbvhtywIf Id xm38 dnwhtg yI et.lneit nfg anp etvhn.tg awyl 
xmTzr ult etbnwfwfi pwM athhp atet wfpynhhtg gIafiengwtfy 
nhIfi ylt pIsyltef nfg tnpytef Apwyt 1Isfgnewtpr xm3z nfg 
xm32 net gsnh .IbvhtywIfp nfg ylt Iylte dIse athhp net 
pwfiht .IbvhtywIfpr j Tz .b 62 wfrS gwnbtyte vsbvwfi athhr
D
underground tank 204-1, 2) the area between the pumping
station and the fuel farm, 3) the area near a former sump
used for collecting fuel from leaking tanker trucks at the
fuel farm, 4) the area just north of the top ,~ ~ rack and
5) the oil/water separator and associated leachfield area.
The groundwater test hole screening was accomplished in
61 
6 days and/ required a crew of 4 people. Because data were
available within an hour after obtaining a sample, the final
decision about placeme nt of monitoring wells was made imme-
diately after completion of the survey. Well installations
began the following week. 
Phase II site-characterization by O NL included
installing fourteen 5 cm (2 in.) diameter monitoring wells
and one pumping well at the new fuel farm ( ig. 1 ). Most
of the wells were installed to confirm the limits of the
dissolved product plume as defined by the groundwater test
holes. Monitoring well MW06 was installed as a dual
completion, "clean" upgradient well . Wells MW07 (single
completion), MWOS (dual completion), and MW09 (single
completion) were installed between the fuel farm and the
Lower Diagonal No. 1 Drain. After purging, the upper
completion of MWOS failed to recharge and was replaced with
MW13. The remaining six wells were installed downgradient
along the southern and eastern 'site boundaries. MW03 and
MW05 are dual completions and the other four wells are
single completions. A 13 cm (5 in.) diameter pumping well , 
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Site 2 monltorlng wells, piezomcters , anJ boreholes . 
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Omkhq anp wfpynhhtg np nf Iddpty yI xm3«r ulwp athh anp 
sptg dIe n vsbvwfi ytpy yI gtytebwft lCgeIhIiw.nh vnenbtytep 
dIe ylt sfgtehCwfi n)swdter
xIfwyIewfi athh vhn.tbtfy etpshytg wf tvwhnywIf Id 
pIwh pnbvhtp nfg ieIsfganyte pnbvhtpr ^Iwh pnbvhtp atet 
yn(tf .IfywfsIsphC awyl n pvhwy pvIIf Ie n 4nhwdIefwn 
pnbvhte g)ewfi athh wfpynhhnywIfr ^nbvhwfi btylIgIhIiwtp 
net gtp.ew1tg wf ylt Olnpt ,, Rtbtgwnh ,f-tpywinywIfDFtnpwR
1whwyC ^ysgC mIe( Ohnf 6kR/V TJ8JnSr kfhC ptht.ytg pnbvhtp 
atet nfnhCFtg dIe Ieinfw. .Ifynbwfnfypr jggwywIfnh pnbvhwfi 
n.yw-wywtp .Ifpwpytg Id yn(wfi pt-tenh psedn.t pIwh pnbvhtpq 
gp athh np psedn.t anyte nfg ptgwbtfy pnbvhtp deIb ylt VIate 
5wniIfnh /Irh 5enwf 6Fwir T7Sr 0eIsfganyte pnbvhtp deIb nhh 
kR/V athhp nfg deIb dIse HRx mtpy athhp atet nhpI yn(tfr 
0eIsfganyte nfg pIwh•pnbvhwfi etpshyp dIe Ieinfw. .IfynbR
wfnfyp net iw-tf wf un1htp « nfg 2r
ult ieIsfganyte bnBIe .nywIf nfg nfwIf nfnhCptp wfgwR
.nyt fnysenhhC lwil yIynh gwppIh-tg pIhwgp 6u5^S I..seewfi 
wf ylt svvte n)swdte Id ylt etiwIfr ultpt gwppIh-tg pIhwgp 
ln-t etfgtetg ylt ieIsfganyte wf vneyp Id 4neopIf gtptey 
sfdwy dIe gIbtpyw. spt 60hnf.C TJ8cSr j.yw-wywtp .Ifgs.ytg 
ny ylt fta dsth dneb ln-t hwbwytg 6wd nfCS vIytfywnh yI 
wfyeIgs.t yltpt .Ifynbwfnfyp wfyI ylt tf-weIfbtfyq nfg yltwe 
vetptf.t wp nvvnetfyhC fIy n etpshy Id /j^ FnhhIf n.yw-wywtp 
6kR/V TJJTnSr ulspq ylt etpshyp net fIy wf.hsgtg wf ylwp 
etvIeyr
6 3 
PWOl, was installed as an offset to MW04. This well was
used for a pwnping test to determine hydrological parameters
for the underlying aquifer. 
Monitoring well placement resulted in c~ll7Ftion of
'----
soil samples and groundwater samples. Soil samples were
taken continuously with a split spoon or a California
sampler dg.ring well installation. Sampling methodologies
are described in the Phase II emedial Investigation/ easi-
bility Study Work Pl a n (O NL 19 9a). Only selected samples
were analyzed for organic contaminants. Additional sampling
activities consisted of taking several surface soil samples,
~swell as surface water and sediment samples from the Lower
Diagonal No.1 Drain ( ig. 1 ). Groundwater sampl es from all
O NL wells and from four E M West wells were also taken.
Groundwater and soil ·sampling results for organic contam-
inants are given in Tables 4 and 5. 
The groundwater major cation and anion analyses indi-
cate naturally high total dissolved solids (TDS) occurring
in the upper aquifer of the region. These dissolved solids
have rendered the groundwater in parts of Car~on desert
unfit for domestic use (Glancy 19 6). Activities conducted -
at the new fuel farm have limited (if any) potential to
introduce these contaminants into the environment, and their 
presence is apparently not a r~sult of NAS allon activities
(O NL 1991a). Thus, the results are not included in this
report. 
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Table 4. Site 2, Nev Fuel Farm water analysis,
ORNL/GJ investigation 
ATER AllALTSIS 
µg/L 
OR/11./GJ RI/FS, Ruulta !roa, S•cond Round o! Sampling 
Volatile organ! c Low bollln& point petrol•um lgh bolling
coa,po=d• hydrocarbon, petroleum 
HeLhod 624 HeLhod 6015 modl!i•d hydrocarbon• 
point 
- det . lim!L 5 µg / L d•t . limit 50 µg / L HeLhod 6015 modl!l•ddeL. limit 50 µg / L 
H,,04 h'D ND ND 
,, 
H,,05L ND total : 64 ND 
t.oluene : l (dl : l)
ryl nu : 6 (dl : 4) 
H,,l0 ND ND ND 
H,,09 ND ND ND 
H,,05U ND ND ND 
H,,06L ND ND ND 
H,,01 ND ND ND 
H,,02 ND ND ND 
H,,06U ND ND 11D 
H,,06U ND ND ND 
.... 
H,,03L ND toLal : 140 ND 
r -
t+I0 lO ND ND ND 
ERMl 7 Xylonea : l4 ND ND 
ERM16 Xylonu : 30 ND ND 
ERH22 Xyl nu : 8 ND ND 
ERH27 Xtlonu: 18 Total: 520 ND 
H,,07 ND ND ND 
1+107 ND ND ND 
1+108 ND ND ND 
1+113 3 TIC total : 110 ND 
benz.ene: 0 . 9 (dl : 0 . 5) 
"ot• : Woll• liat•d mor• Lhan onco indlc•L• Lh• analysis o! multiple 1amplo1. 
ND: Not d•t.•ct•d 
dl : Detection limi t 
TIC: Tenteti v•ly identi!i•d compound, . 
ERM 5 & ER  20 contained !loeting product. 
ERM 28 wea a clean upgradi nt. w l l and ERM 24 conta i ned 20 µg / L Xylen a . 
' 
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eruio l. Iwto da pob vsoi vrhfg -cpymFq w1)ontw(rtwk1
L-
nk1. 5:5yeI:I 2 CjHymCq «wimvI 
SIm—( s1UGtr 1ktGT
IrwPxit
yk3rtwk1 PrxtAa«t
51riNrwr
z-F e,4af(m—( ;H5aS(m—(
DDVMd ;.l2R.M HP 4P 4P
/.l2F.M HP ­R ­;MM uwt^d2GyANiArJNiR xAtArirtr
:- l ;.l2R.M HP ­R EFMM uir^d2GtANiAGJNiR xAtArirtr
:-I m ;.l2F.M HP ­; /MM uwG^d2rtANiArGNiR xAtArirtr
bko ;.l2R.M pP ­E pP
:M/ ;.l2R.M 4P ­; HP
:MF ;.l2R.M HP HP 4P
Ivi M.M2­.M HP BM 4P
Ivi E.M2B.M HP ­l 4P
Ivd M.M2­.M HP ­BM 4P
D Ivd E.M2B.M 4P d HP
IvE M.M2­.M pP BE HP
IvB M.M2­.M HP B 4P
I:i rrTwrr1t HP R 4P
I:d rrTwwPr1t HP ­­ 4P
)k3
e,4
Ip5
zkiwtwit khn61i3 3kfxks1TG ^SG7wkT ;dG. T6t63twk1 iwfwtg ­M xGm—(R.
ektri x6thkiOsf ANThk3rhuk1G ^4rtAkT B­/.­a Trtr3twk1 iwfwtg ­M f(m—(R.
jrrr 1rsthrimr3wT rwthr3truir rrfi)kirtwir kh(r1w3G F4rtAkT ;dE. Trtr3twk1 iwfwtg EEM ww(m—(R.
Iksh3rg -c4ymCq irukhrtkhN Trtr «hkf iwriT w1)rrtw(rtik1.
uiO^d”rtANArJiRxAtAri6tG rt tArrr ir)riG wG 3k1riTrhrT irukhrtkhN 3k1trfw1rtwk1.
Table 5  Si e 2, Nev Fuel Fann; ORNL/GJ inves iga ion 
son AIW.TSIS - CIIJIL/GJ II.I/PS 
µ1/k1 unleaa no ed 
Analyaia 
Sample ' /( Locat i on Depth . ft voc TPB ,mg/kg BNA,µg/kg 
tw:>2 6 . 5-7 . 0 11D 11D !ID 
11,104 8 . 5-9 . 0 !ID 17 1600 bia(2-athyl.haxyl) ph hala a 
11,105 6 . 5-7 . 0 11D 17 3900 b a(2-ethyl.hexyl) ph .hala e 
11,105 / 8 . 5-9.0 11D 16 800 bia(2-athyl.haxyl ) phthala a 
11,106 6 . 5-7 . 0 11D 13 ND 
l't,108 6 . 5-7.0 !ID 16 11D 
H,IOQ 6 . 5-7 . 0 11D 11D Ill) 
SFl 0 . 0-1.0 11D 40 11D 
SFl 3 . 0-4 . 0 !ID 15 11D 
SF2 0 . 0-1.0 11D 140 11D 
SF2 3 . 0-4 . 0 !ID 2 11D 
SF3 0 . 0-1.0 11D 43 11D 
SF4 0 . 0-1.0 ND 4 11D 
SWl aadl.mant. !ID 7 11D 
SW2 aedia>ent. !ID 11 !ID 
VOC : Volatile oraanic compound• (Met.hod 624. de ec .ion limit: 10 µg/kg) . 
TPB : Tot.al pe roleum hydrocarhona (Method 418.1, detection limit : 10 mg/kg) . 
65 
BNA : Ba•• neutral/acid extrac able amuvolatil• organic• (Method 625, detect i on limi t : 330 µg / kg ) . 
Source : ORNI./GJ laboratory data !roa> ! i eld investigation. 
bia(2-e hyhexl)phthalate at h••• level• ia conaidared labora ory contamination. 
I 
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Rtpshyp psvvIey athh vhn.tbtfy spwfi ylt ieIsfganyte 
ytpy lIht gtdwfwywIf Id ylt JOo2 vhsbt 1Isfgnewtpr jhh 
athhp vhn.tg wfpwgt ylt vhsbt atet ­.Ifynbwfnytg­ nfg nhh 
athhp vhn.tg Isypwgt ylt vhsbt atet ­.htnf­ y1 /n6dywIfnh 
,fytewb OewbneC 5ewf(wfi mnyte RtishnywIf 6/,O5mRS pynfgnegp 
awyl etpvt.y yI .Ifynbwfnfyp nppI.wnytg awyl JOo2 6un1ht cS 
6-nf gte Vttgtf TJJ3Sr ult etpshyp Id ylt Iylte ieIsfganyte
ww.2
eruio ;. p:,P:c ntr1TrhTn «kh q,2l hoirtoT 3k1trfw1r1tn
4IbvIsfg
—tfFtft
uIhstft
UChtftp 6uIynhS
HylCh1tfFtft
4If.tfyenywIf
3r2 biDV
;r3 biDV
T3 biDV
3r7 biDV
E Id JOo2
3r2E
TrzE
;r;E
3r2E
^Ise.t: ult mnyte Hf.C.hIvtgwnq ^t.Ifg tgwywIf TJJ3r
ytpy lIht pse-tCp net vetptfytg wf jvvtfgwM — nfg ylt ethnR
yw-t btewyp Id ylt btylIg net gwp.spptg wf ylt pt.ywIf If 
ethnyw-t tddt.yw-tftpp Id p.ettfwfi yt.lfw)stpr
JOo2 wp bngt sv Id fsbteIsp .IbvIsfgp nfg ylt ethnyw-t 
.IbvIpwywIf -newtp gtvtfgwfi If n fsb1te Id dn.yIepr ult 
.IbvIsfgp hwpytg wf un1ht cq lIat-teq net ylt IfhC .IfpywR
ystfyp awyyw etishnyIeC pynfgnegp nfg itftenhhC .Ifpywysyt 
htpp ylnf «r2E Id ylt dsth bwMyset 6^bwyl TJ8TSr
/5HO pynfgnegp dIe ieIsfganyte wf.hsgt ylt /,O5mR 
pynfgnegp nfg nhpI pywvshnyt ylny dhInywfi vtyeIhtsb veIgs.y 
If ieIsfganyte tM.ttgwfi Tr; .b 63r2 wfrS ylw.( bspy 1t
m
,, 
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esults support well placement using the groundwater
test hole definition of the P-5 plume boundaries. All
wells placed inside the plume were "contaminated" and all
wells placed outside the plume were "clean" t ~ ~ional
Interim Primary Drinking Water egulation (NIPDW ) standards
with respect to contaminants associated with P-5 (Table 6)
(van der Le'eden 1990). The results of the other groundwater 
Table 6. NIPDWR standards for JP-5 rela ed con aminants 
Compound Concentration % of P-5 
Benzene 0.5 mg/L 0.5% 
Toluene 2.0 mg/L 1.3% 
Xylenes (Total) 10 mg/L 2.2% 
Ethylbenzene 0. mg/L 0.5% 
Source: The Water Encyclopedia, Second edition 1990. 
test hole surveys are presented in Appendix Band the rela-
tive m rits of the method are discussed in the section on
relative effectiveness of screening techniques. 
P-5 is made up of numerous compounds and the relative 
composition varies depending on a number of factors. The 
compounds listed in Table 6, howev r, are the only consti-
tuents witp regulatory standards and generally constitute 
less than 4.5% of the fuel mixture (Smith 1981). 
NDEP standards for groundwa er include the NIPDW  
standards and also stipulate that floating petroleum product 
on groundwa er exceeding 1.2 cm (0.5 in.) thick must be 
J 
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etbI-tgr uIynh vtyeIhtsb lCgeI.ne1If .If.tfyenywIfp 
tM.ttgwfi T33 biD(i wf pIwh nhpI .Ifpywysyt .htnfsv .ewytewn 
n..Iegwfi yI /5HO etishnywIfpr
c8y5e:z8 8vv8Fe:z8p8II -v IFc88p:pC e8F4p:•78I
C-
ult ieIsfganyte ytpy lIht etpshyp atet sywhwFtg wf 
ptht.ywfi ylt dwfnh hI.nywIfp dIe bIfwyIewfi athhp ny 
pt-tenh pwytpr ult fsb1te Id bIfwyIewfi athhpq ylt gsenywIf 
Id ylt dwthg wf-tpywinywIfq nfg ylt .Ipy Id ylt wf-tpywR
inywIf atet bwfwbwFtg 1C ylt spt Id ylt ieIsfganyte ytpy 
lIht dwthg p.ettfwfir FIe wfpynf.t ny ^wyt ;q pt-tenh athhp 
deIb n vet-wIsp wf-tpywinywIf dnwhtg yI dshhC gthwftnyt ylt 
vhsbt nfg ylt R,DF^ mIe( Ohnf .nhhtg dIe ylt wfpynhhnywIf Id 
8 nggwywIfnh athhp 6Fwi T8Sr ult nvveIMwbnyt hI.nywIfp dIe 
ylt fta athhp anp plIaf wf ylt aIe( vhnf n..Iegwfi yI ylt 
1tpy n-nwhn1ht wfdIebnywIf ny ylt ywbt ylt vhnf anp aewyytfr 
Rtot-nhsnywIf Id bIfwyIewfi athh vhn.tbtfy ndyte vtedIebnf.t 
Id Hx itIvlCpw.nh nfg pIwhoinp pse-tCp aIshg ln-t etpshytg 
wf athhp .Ifdwisetg np plIaf If Fwir TJr LIat-teq ylt 
n.ysnh vIpwywIfp Id yltpt athhp anp ietnyhC bIgwdwtg ndyte 
ylt ieIsfganyte p.ettfwfi anp .Ibvhtytg 6Fwir TcSr 4IbvneR
wpIf Id ylt athh vhn.tbtfy 1nptg If ylt -newIsp p.ettfwfi 
btylIg etpshyp et-tnhp ylny ylt ieIsfganyte p.ettfwfi pn-tg 
ny htnpy Ift nggwywIfnh eIsfg Id athh wfpynhhnywIf nfg
D
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removed. Total petroleum hydrocarbon concentrations
e~ceeding 100 mg/kg in soil also constitute cleanup criteria
according to NDEP regulations. 
'"- A 
RELATIVE EFFECTIVENESS OP SCREENING TECHNIQUES 
I 
The groundwater test hole results were utilized in
selecting the final locations for monitoring wells at
several sites. The number of monitoring wells, the duration
of the field investigation, and the cost of the investi-
g~tion were minimized by the use of the groundwater test
hole field sc:ce.e.ning. or instance at Site 2, several wells
from a previous investigation failed to fully delineate the
plume and the I/ S Work Plan called for the installation of
additional wells ( ig 1 ). The approximate locations for
the new wells was shown in the work plan according to the
best available information at the time the plan was written. 
e-evaluation of monitoring well placement after performance 
of EM geophysical and soil-gas surveys would have resulted 
in wells configured as shown on ig. 19. Howev r, the 
actual positions of these wells was greatly modified after 
the groundwa er screening was completed ( ig. 16). Compar-
ison of the well placement based on the various screening 
method results reveals that the groundwa er screening saved 
at least one additional round of well installation and 
I 
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pnbvhwfi ny ^wyt ; 6n veI.tpp alw.l Idytf yn(tp c yI 
J bIfylp nfg .Ipyp $T3q333 vte athhSr ult wbvn.y Id 
vtedIebwfi ylt ieIsfganyte p.ettfwfi ny ylt Iylte pwytp anp 
pwbwhnehC ps..tppdshq j yIynh Id cc athhp atetDwfpynhhtgq 
^wMyttf Id yltpt athhp atet vsevIpthC hI.nytg awylwf ylt 
hwbwyp Id ylt vhsbtp gtdwftg 1C ylt ieIsfganyte p.ettfwfir 
ult etbnwfwfi 23 athhp atet hI.nytg nhIfi ylt vhsbt 1IsfgR
newtp wf Iegte yI .Ifdweb ylt hwbwyp Id .IfynbwfnywIfr kfhC 
yaI Id ylt athhp hI.nytg nhIfi vhsbt 1Isfgnewtp .Ifynwftg 
.If.tfyenywIfp Id .Ifynbwfnfyp ny ht-thp alw.l gwg fIy 
.Ifdweb ylt vhsbt 1Isfgnewtp gtdwftg 1C ieIsfganyte ytpy 
,wIht p.ettfwfir ulspq dIhhIawfi ieIsfganyte ytpy lIht vhsbt 
gthwftnywIf etpshytg wf n J7E ps..tpp wf bIfwyIewfi athh 
vhn.tbtfyr ult IfhC Iylte wfdIebnywIf et)stpytg 1C ylt /5HO 
alw.l et)swetg nggwywIfnh athh wfpynhhnywIfp anp ylt 
iengwtfy Id .Ifynbwfnfy .If.tfyenywIfp awylwf ylt vhsbt 
1Isfgnewtpr ^t-tenh nggwywIfnh bwgovhsbt athhp atet 
ps1pt)stfyhC wfpynhhtg yI gtytebwft ylt .If.tfyenywIf 
iengwtfyp Id .Ifynbwfnfyp awylwf ylt vhsbt 1Isfgnewtpr
,y wp wfytetpywfi yI fIyt ylt tddt.yp Id -neCwfi 
.Ifynbwfnfy yCvtp If ylt .IeethnywIf 1tyattf ylt L/G ylt 
dwthg 04 btnpsetbtfyp yn(tf gsewfi ieIsfganyte ytpy lIht 
pse-tCp vtedIebtg ny -newIsp pwytpr ult I-tenhh n-tenit 
niettbtfy 1tyattf dwthg 04 nfg L/G p.ettfwfi etpshyp anp 
J3Eq alw.l wp iIIg .Ifdwgtf.t dIe n p.ettfwfi btylIgr ult 
enfitq lIat-teq anp deIb 28E yI J«E niettbtfy 6un1ht 7Sr
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sampling at Site 2 (a process which often takes 6 to
9 months and costs 10,000 per well). The impact of
performing the groun~water screening at the other sites was
similarly successful. A total of 66 wells ~~,/(installed.
Sixteen of these wells were purposely located within the
limits of the plumes defined by the groundwater screening.
The remaiping 50 wells were located along the plume bound-
aries in order to confirm the limits of contamination. Only
two of the wells located along plume boundaries contained
concentrations of contaminants at levels which did not
confirm the plume boundaries defined by groundwater test
~ole screening. Thus, following groundwater test hole plume
delineation resulted in a 9 % success in monitoring well
placement. The only other information requested by the NDEP
which required additional well installations was the
gradient of contaminant concentrations within the plume
boundaries. Several additional mid-plume wells were 
subsequently installed to determine the concentration 
gradients of contaminants within the plume boundaries. 
It is interesting to note the effects o~ varying 
contaminant types on the correlation between the HNU the 
field GC measurements taken during groundwa er test hole 
surveys performed at various sites. The ov rall average 
agreement between field GC and · HNU screening results was 
90%, which is good confidence for a screening method. The 
range, howev r, was from 5 % to 94% agreement (Table ). 
' 
-- / 
eruiG R. crtG k« L/G r1T ;F honsitn r(hoofo1t
^wyt /sb1te Oewf.wvht 4Ifynbwfnfyp 4IeethnywIf L/G yI 04 
T« 
T 
; 
c 
z
Tc 
Tz
inpIhwft J;E
JOo2 nfg pIh-tfyp : 8TEd
JOo2 8JE
JOo2 8cE
pIh-tfyp 28E
JOo2 J«E
inpIhwftq nfg dsth Iwh 88E
u:lt 1tpy .IeethnywIf anp n.lwt-tg ny pwytp awyl vhsbtp 
ethnytg yI inpIhwft nfg Bty dsth ps.l np ^wyt ; 68JESq ^wyt 
T« 6J;ESq ^wyt Tc 6J«ESq nfg ^wyt c 68cESr ult aIepy .IeetR
hnywIf anp I1ynwftg ny pwytp awyl pIh-tfyp ps.l np ^wyt T 
68TESq nfg ^wyt z 628ESr ^wyt Tz anp n bwMtg vhsbt alw.l 
lng 1Iyl inpIhwft nfg dsth Iwh 61sf(te #cSr ,y lng n iIIg 
.IeethnywIf enyt ny 88E veI1n1hC gst yI ylt Nk4p nppI.wnytg 
ylt inpIhwftr ,f itftenh wy nvvtnep ylny .Ifynbwfnfyp 
awyl n -newtyC nfg n1sfgnf.t Id -Ihnywht Ieinlw. .IbvIsfgp 
net bIet etngwhC gtyt.ytg 1C ylt btylIgr FIeysfnythC bIpy 
Id ylt pwytp awyl vhsbtp lng twylte Bty dsth Ie pIbt Iylte 
vtyeIhtsb lCgeI.ne1If veIgs.y alw.l .Ifynwftg n pwifwdw.nfy 
vte.tfynit Id Nk4pr ulspq n dwthg p.ettfwfi btylIg alw.l wp 
tddt.yw-t ny gtyt.ywfi yltpt .IbvIsfgp wf ylt ieIsfganyte
D
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Table 7  Ra e ot mm and GC resul s agreemen  
Site Number Princi12le Contaminants correlation HNU to GC 
14 gasoline 92% 
1 JP-5 and solvents ' 1 %'1 
'- j 
2 P-5 9% 
6 P-5 6% 
3 ,, solvents 58% 
16 P-5 94% 
13 gasoline, and fuel oil 8% 
The best correlation was achieved at sites with plumes
related to gas.o.line and jet fuel such as Site 2 ( 9%), Site
14 (92%), Site 16 (94%), and Site 6 ( 6%). The worst corre-
lation was obtained at sites with solvents such as Site 1
( 1%), and Site 3 (5 %). Site 13 was a mixed plume which
had both gasoline and fuel oil (bunker 6). It had a good 
correlation rate at % probably due to the voes associated 
with the gasoline. In general it appears that contaminants 
with a variety and abundance of volatile orgahic compounds 
are more readily detected by the method. ortunately most 
of the sites with plumes had either jet fuel or some other 
petroleum hydrocarbon product which contained a significant 
percentage of voes. Thus, a field screening method which is 
effective at detecting these compounds in the groundwa er 
I 
-
anp nvveIvewnyt dIe bIpy Id ylt pwytpr ,f ylt .npt Id 
pIh-tfypq ps.l np u4Hq tf-weIfbtfynh dnyt wp bIet gwddw.shy 
yI vetgw.yr u4H bnC 1tln-t gwddtetfyhC gtvtfgwfi If ylt 
nbIsfy Id pIh-tfy vetptfy nfg Iylte dn.yIep 6u4? .nf pwf( np 
veIgs.yq gwppIh-t wf ylt ieIsfganyteq Ie dhIny np n ylwf 
hnCteS 6^.lawhht TJ88Sr ulspq gtyt.ywIf Id pIh-tfy vhsbtp 
wp bIet gwddw.shy nfg Cwthgtg n vIIete gnyn .IeethnywIf 
gsewfi ylwp pysgCr
5nyn jfnhCpwp nfg 4IeethnywIf
A H-nhsnywIf Id ylt .IeethnywIf 1tyattf L/G O,5 etngwfip 
nfg dwthg 04 Mtpshyp dIe ylt ieIsfganyte ytpy lIht pse-tC ny 
^wyt ; et-tnhtg pIbt wfytetpywfi ethnywIfplwvpr ult L/G 
btnpsetbtfyp nfg .IeetpvIfgwfi 04 ieIpp Nk4 btnpsetbtfyp net 
plIaf If un1ht 8r ult ieIpp Nk4 -nhstp dIe ylt 04 atet 
gtew-tg 1C nggwfi sv ylt yIynh vtn( -nhstp dIe 1Iyl wgtfywR
dwtg nfg sf(fIaf .IbvIsfgp plIaf If ylt .leIbnyIienbpr 5st 
yI ylt hwbwytg n..sen.C Id ylt dwthg 04 btylIg nfg hn.( Id 
.Ibvhtyt .nhw1enywIf yltpt btnpsetbtfyp net 4Ifpwgtetg 
itftenhhC )snhwynyw-tr ult L/G nfg dwthg 04 -nhstp atet 
vnwetg 1C lIht hI.nywIf nfg n hwftne etietppwIf anp vteR
dIebtg 6Fwir ;3Sr ,y anp dIsfg ylny n eIsil nvveIMwbnywIf 
Id ylt ieIpp 04 Nk4 -nhst .Ishg 1t tpywbnytg 1C bshywvhCwfi 
ylt L/G etngwfi 1C z3r ult nfnhCpwp nhpI et-tnhtg ylny dIe 
ytpy lIhtp awyl nf Ivtf lIht L/G etngwfi Id <3r;q yltet anp
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was appropriate for most of the sites. In the case of
solvents, such as TeE, environmental fate is more difficult
to predict. TeE may_ behave differently depending on the
amount of solvent present and other factors (~SJf can sink as
product, dissolve in the groundwater, or float as a thin
layer) (Schwille 19 ). Thus, detection of solvent plumes
is more djfficult and yielded a poorer data correlation
during this study. 
Data Analysis and Correlation 
Evaluation of the correlation between HNU PID readings
and field Ge ..i::e.sults for the groundwater test hole survey at
Site 2 revealed some interesting relationships. The HNU
measurements and corresponding Ge gross voe measurements are
shown on Table . The gross voe values for the Ge were
derived by adding up the total peak values for both identi-
.fied and unknown compounds shown on the chromatograms. Due 
to the limited accuracy of the field Ge method and lack of 
complete calibration these measurements are ~onsidered 
generally qualitative. The HNU and field Ge values were 
paired by hole location and a linear regression was per-
formed ( ig. 20). It was found that a rough approximation 
of the gross Ge voe value could be estimated by multiplying 
the HNU reading by 30. The analysis also revealed that for 
test holes with an open hole HNU reading of 0.2, there was 
I 
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TABLE 8 SCREENING RESULTS FOR NEW FUEL FARM 
   
I #  POS ITIVE READING NEGATIVE POSITIVE CUM VAL NEGATIVE DECISION CCJ4MENTS 
PPM PPB 
 1 X 110 X 4500 POS NEXT TO ERM15 
 2 X 60 X 2000 POS 
 3 X 35 X 1000 PCS I( 
 4 X 100 X 4000 POS ---
 5 X 130 X 3000 POS 
 6 X 15 X 300 PCS 
 7 X 45 X 1000 POS 
 8 X 4 X 150 PCS 
 9 X ,1 30 X 1500 POS 
 10 X 8 X 500 POS 
 11 X 10 X NEG 
 12 0 X X 0 X NEG 
 13 X 20 X 800 PCS 
 14 0 X 0 X NEG 
 15 0 X 0 X NEG 
 16 X 7 110 X NEG 
 17 0 X 25 X NEG 
2 18 0 X 15 X NEG 
 19 X 2 X 150 POS 
 20 X 150 X 3000 POS PROOUCT 
 21 _jL__ X 0 X POS 
 22 0 X 12 X MEG 
 23 X 20 X 800 POS PROOUCT 
 24 0.6 X 150 X POS SLIGHT GC RESPONSE 
 25 0 X 10 X NEG SLIGHT GC RESPONSE 
 26 0 X 0 X NEG SLIGHT GC RESPONSE 
 27 X 100 X 3100 PO$ 
 28 0.1 X 8 X NEG 
 29 X 40 X 1500 POS ..  30 0 X 0 X NEG 
 31 X 120 X 3800 POS PROOUCT 
 32 X 50 X 2100 POS PROOUCT 
 33 1 X 14 X NEG 
 34 0 X 0 X NEG 
 35 X 20 5 X NEG HIil! READING EXHAUS 
 36 0 X 0 X NEG 
 37 0 X 0 X NEG 
38 X 30 X 1100 POS PROOUCT 
39 X 200 X 4800 POS PROOUCT 
40 X 
. 
0.3 X 15 POS SLIGHT GC RESPONSE 
 41 0 X 0 X NEG 
 42 X 1 5 X 25. POS 
 43 0.2 X 12 X NEG HNU READING EXHAUS 
44 0.2 X 8 X NEG HNU READING EXHAUS 
 45 X 5 10 X NEG HNU READtNG EXHAUS 
 46 X 2 8 X NEG HNU READING EXHAUS 
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2 47 0 X 0 X NEG 
2 48 0 X 0 X NEG 
2 49 0 X 0 X NEG 
2 50 NO DATA 
2 51 0 X 0 X NEG 
2 52 0 X 0 X NEG 
2 53 0 X 0 X NEG \ _,A 
2 54 X 80 X 3200 POS l'R"ODUCT 
2 55 X 90 X 4100 POS PRODUCT 
2 56 X 150 X 4800 POS PRODUCT 
2 57 X 140 X 4200 PCS 
2 58 X 152 X 4500 PCS PRODUC T 
2 59 ..J( 150 X 4850 POS PRODUCT 
2 60 X 3 0 X NEG HNU READ I NG EXHAUS 
2 61 X 60 X 1600 POS PRODUCT 
2 62 X 90 X 2800 POS PRODUCT 
2 63 X 75 X 3300 POS PRODUCT 
2 64 X 2 35 X NEG 
2 65 X 50 X 2800 POS PRODUCT 
2 66 0 X 0 X NEG 
2 67 0 X 0 X NEG 
2 , 68 0 X 0 X NEG 
2 69 X 100 X 3900 POS PRODUCT 
2 70 0 X X 800 POS HNU FALSE NEGAT IVE 
2 71 X 0 X NEG SITE 1 
2 72 0 X 0 X NEG SITE 6 
2 73 X 5 X 110 POS 
2 74 X 100 X 3700 POS PRODUCT 
2 75 X 100 X 3800 POS PRODUCT 
2 76 0 X 0 X NEG 
2 77 X 40 X 2800 POS PRODUCT 
2 78 0 X 0 X NEG 
2 79 X 1.5 X 15 NEG ... 2 80 X 20 X 450 PCS 
2 81 0 X 0 X NEG 
2 82 X 50 X 2300 POS PRODUCT 
2 83 0 X 0 X NEG 
2 84 0 X 0 X NEG 
2 85 X 60 X 2700 POS 
2 86 0 X 0 X NEG -, 
2 87 0 X 0 X NEG / 
2 88 0 X 0 X NEG 
2 89 0 X 0 X NEG 
2 90 X 120 X 4100 POS PROOUCT 
Regress i ori Output: 4 HOLES 111TH NEG HNU ANO POS GC 
Constant 100.4354 6 HOLES 111TH POS HNU ANO NEG GC 
Std Err of Y Est 468.3124 11  DISAGREEMENT 
R Squared 0.915804 89 X AGREEMENT 
No. of Observations 90 f 
Degrees of - Freedom 88 
f I 
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" V, 
n J7E veI1n1whwyC ylny ylt 04 aIshg plIa fI gtyt.yn1ht Nk4pr 
jggwywIfnhhC dIe L/G etngwfip 1tyattf 3r; nfg 8r3 vvb yltet 
anp n «zE .lnf.t ylny ylt 04 aIshg gtyt.y Nk4pr FIe L/G 
etngwfip >8r3 vvb yltet anp n J7E .lnf.t Id yqlt <^C gtyt.ywfi 
Nk4 .IfynbwfnywIfr jhpI altet ylt L/G etngwfi anp >«2 vvb 
yltet anp n 72E .lnf.t ylny dhInywfi veIgs.y aIshg 1t 
I1pte-tg Iv ylt ieIsfganyte pnbvhtr ultpt ethnywIfp atet 
gtew-tg deIb ylt fta dsth dneb gnyn altet JOo2 anp ylt 
pIse.t Id ylt Nk4pr ult ethnywIfplwvp veI-tg sptdsh dIe 
wf-tpywinywIfp ny Iylte pwytp altet JOo2 anp ylt vewf.wvnh 
.Ifynbwfnfyr ult vetptf.t Id lCgeI.ne1Ifp awyl -neCwfi Nk4 
.dnf.tfyenywIfpq lIat-teq anp dIsfg yI .lnfit ylt ethnywIfR
plwvp 1tyattf L/G nfg 04 etpshypr
Fknt Fkfxrhwnk1
ult ethnyw-t .Ipyp Id ylt ylett yCvtp Id dwthg 
p.ettfwfi yt.lfw)stp sywhwFtg ny ^wyt ; atet .nh.shnytg 
1nptg If ylt bnf lIsep Id hn1Ie et)swetg yI .Ibvhtyt ylt 
dwthg aIe( nfg ylt ywbt et)swetg yI t-nhsnyt ylt gnynr j 
.Ipy .tfyte Id $c2Dbnf lIse anp sptg wf ylt .nh.shnywIfr 
un1ht J plIap n .Ipy 1etn(gIaf dIe tn.l btylIgr
D
, 
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a 9 \ probability that the Ge would show no detectable voes.
Additionally for HNU readings between 0.2 and .0 ppm there
was a 43% chance that the Ge would detect voes. or HNU
readings .0 ppm there was a 9 \ chance of tt=j Sre detecting
voe contamination. Also where the HNU reading was 45 ppm
there was a 5% chance that floating product would be
observed ~p the groundwater sample. These relations were
derived from the new fuel farm data where P-5 was the
source of the voes. The relationships proved use f ul for
investigations at other sites where P-5 was the principal
contaminant. The presence of hydrocarbons with varying voe
cbncentrations, howev r, was found to change the relation-
ships between l!IDJ and GC results. 
Cost Comparison 
The relative costs of the three types of field
screening techniques utilized at Site 2 were calculated
based on the man hours of labor required to complete the
field work and the time required to evaluate the data. A 
cost center of 65/man hour was used in the calculation.
Table 9 shows a cost breakdown for each method. 
I 
Tabl« 9. Bit* 2 field screening surveys cost conparison
Screening Method Cost of field 
work
Cost of data 
evaluation
uIynh .Ipy
HRx mtpy 
^Iwho0np ^se-tC
Tc8r bnf lIsep M 
$c2 o $T3qJ;3
;3 bnf lIsep M 
$c2 o $Tqz33
$T;q;;3
kR/V
^Iwhoinp ^se-tC
TJ; bnf lIsep M 
$c2 o $T;q«83
;3 bnf lIsep MA: 
$c2 o $Tqz33
A$Tzq783
kR/V
HxozT pse-tC
Jc bnf lIsep M 
$c2 o $cq;«3
83 bnf lIsep M 
$c2 o $2q;33
$TTq««3
kR/V
0eIsfganyte utpy 
LIhtp
TJ; bnf lIsep M 
$c2 o $T;q«83
;3 bnf lIsep M 
$c2 o $Tqz33
$Tzq783
4IbvnewpIf Id ylt .Ipyp dIe ylt -newIsp pse-tCp et-tnhp
ylny yltet wp -teC hwyyht gwddtetf.t 1tyattf yltbr kd 
D
.Isept yltet net Iylte .Ipyp fIy wf.hsgtg ltetq ps.l np 
t)swvbtfy .Ipyo^uoyen-thq vte gwtbq ty.r; lIat-teq 1t.nspt 
tn.l Id ylt btylIgp lnp yltpt nggwywIfnh nyytfgnfy .Ipypq wy 
pttbp etnpIfn1ht yI .Ibvnet ylt btylIgp 1nptg pIhthC If ylt 
.Ipy Id .Ihht.ywfi nfg t-nhsnywfi ylt gnynr
ult Iylte .ewytewn dIe .IbvnewpIf wp ylt ethnyw-t 
ps..tpp Id ylt yt.lfw)stpr FeIb ylt gwp.sppwIf Id ylt 
etpshyp dIe tn.l Id ylt p.ettfwfi yt.lfw)stp wy wp nvvnetfy 
ylny ylt ieIsfganyte ytpy lIht p.ettfwfi anp bIet tddt.yw-t 
ny gthwftnywfi vhsbt 1Isfgnewtp ylnf twylte ylt pIwhoinp Ie 
ylt Hx itIvlCpw.nh pse-tCpr ult pIwhoinp yt.lfw)stp atetq 
lIat-te* pIbtalny ps..tppdshr ult btylIg wf-Ih-wfi tMyen.R
ywIf Id pIwhoinp deIb ftne ylt .nvwhhneC dewfit anp bIet 
ps..tppdsh ylnf ylt plnhhIa btylIgr ult HxzT pse-tC yt.lR
fw)st anp itftenhhC sfps..tppdsh ny gtyt.ywfi vtyeIhtsb
D
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e Si • t a m  
e i   Total cost 
  
ERM \Jest 16 . man hours x 20 man hours x 12,2 20 
Soil-Gas Survey 65 - 10,920 65 - 1,300 
O NL 192 man hours x 20 man hours ~ -- / ~13, 0 
Soil- gas Survey 65 - 12,4 0 65 - 1 , 300 
O NL 96 man hours x 0 man hours x 11 ,440 
EM-31 survey 65 - 6,240 65 - 5 , 200 
O NL .,I 192 man hours x 20 man hours x 13 , 0 
Groundwater Test 65 - 12 ,4 0 65 - 1 , 300 
Holes 
Comparison of the costs for the various surveys revea l s 
that there is very little difference between them. Of
, 
course there are other costs not included here, such as
equipment cost-&, travel, per diem, etc. howev r, because
each of the methods has these additional attendant costs, it
seems reasonable to compare the methods based sol ely on the
cost of collecting and evaluating the data . 
The other criteria for comparison is the relative
success of the techn i ques. rom the discussion of the
results for each of the screening techniques it is apparent
that the groundwater test hole screening was more effective
at delineating plume boundaries than either the soil-gas or 
the EM geo_.Physical surveys. The soil-gas techniques were , 
howev r > somewhat successful. The method involving extrac-
tion of soil-gas from near the capillary fringe was more 
successful than the shallow method. The EM31 survey tech-
nique was generally unsuccessful at detecting petroleum 
' 
-
_J 
lCgeI.ne1If vhsbtp nfg pttbtg 1tyyte sywhwFtg dIe bnvvwfi 
dtnysetp ethnytg yI .lnfiwfi itIhIiC nfg 1sewtg btynhr
4k/4V5^,kx^
ult ylett yCvtp Id dwthg p.ettfwfi yt.lfw)stp sptg wf 
ylt .lnen.ytewFnywIf Id vIytfywnhhC .Ifynbwfnytg pwytp ny 
/j^ FnhhIf ln-t 1ttf vetptfytg nfg .Ibvnetgr ult bnBIe 
.If.hspwIfp deIb ylwp .IbvnewpIf net:
co
ult bIpy tddt.yw-t yt.lfw)st dIe wgtfywdw.nywIf Id 
vtyeIhtsfVJMCgeI.ne1If .Ifynbwfnfy vhsbtp anp 
ieIsfganyte ytpy lIht p.ettfwfir
ult yt.lfw)st IvywbwFtg ylt vhn.tbtfy Id nfg bwfwbwFtg 
ylt fsb1te Id bIfwyIewfi athhpr
4Ipy pn-wfip atet etnhwFtg 1t.nspt dtate athhp atet 
et)swetg yI gtdwft n vhsbtr
j lwil gtiett Id .teynwfyC n1Isy vhsbt 1Isfgnewtp nfg 
I-tenhh gnyn )snhwyC anp bnwfynwftgr
ult ethnywIfplwv 1tyattf L/G nfg dwthg 04 etpshyp 
veI-tg sptdsh dIe wf-tpywinywIfp ny ylt pwytp altet 
JOo2 anp ylt vewf.wvnh .Ifynbwfnfyr
ult 1tpy .IeethnywIf etpshyp atet n.lwt-tg ny pwytp 
awyl vhsbtp ethnytg yI inpIhwft nfg Bty dsthr
D
hydrocarbon plumes and seemed better utilized for mapping
features related to changing geology and buried metal. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The three types of field screening techniques used in
the characterization of potentially contaminated sites at
NAS allon have been presented and compared. The major
conclusions from this comparison are: 
The most effective technique for identification of
petroleUllLJl¥drocarbon contaminant plumes was
groundwater test hole screening. 
78 
The technique optimized the placement of and minimized
the number of monitoring wells. 
Cost savings were realized because fewer wells were
required to def~ne a plume. 
A high degree of certainty about plume boundaries and 
overall data quality was maintained . 
The relationship between HNU and field GC results
proved useful for investigations at the sites where 
P-5 was the principal contaminant. 
The . best correlation results were achieved at sites 
with plumes related to gasoline and jet fuel. 
I 
RHFHRH/4H^
5nbtp nfg xIIetr TJ88r OethwbwfneC jpptppbtfyD^wyt
,fpvt.ywIf dOjD^,: /n-nh jwe ^ynywIfr FnhhIfr /t-ngnq 
vetvnetg dIe /n-nh HfteiC nfg Hf-weIfbtfy ^svvIey 
j.yw-wyCq OIey Lstftbtq 4nhwdr \ D
5t-wyyq 5q Hrq H-nfpq Rr—rq mwhhwnbpq Jrjrq nfg ulIbnpq ^rRr 
TJ87r ^Iwh 0np ^tfpwfi dIe 5tyt.ywIf nfg xnvvwfi Id 
NIhnywht keinfw.pr /nywIfnh mnyte mthh jppI.wnywIfq 
5s1hwfq klwIr
5w.(tepIfq Kr^r ty nhr TJ8Jr Fwthg utpywfi nfg jvvhw.nywIf 
Id ylt GhyenpIfw. Rnfiwfi nfg 5nyn 6G^Rj5: ^Cpytbr kn( 
Rwgit /nywIfnh Vn1IenyIeCq wf OeI.ttgwfip Id TTyl 
jffsnh 5tvneybtfy Id HfteiC VIa Vt-th mnpyt xnfnitbtfy 
4Ifdtetf.tq H0&0q ,gnlI Fnhhpq ,gnlIr
HRxomtpyr TJ88r ^wyt ,f-tpywinywIf Fsth Fnebp o FnhhIf
/n-nh jwe ^ynywIfr FnhhIfr /t-ngnr Fwfnh 5endyr Hneyl 
RtpIse.tp xnfnitbtfyq mtpy 4nhwdIefwnq mnhfsy 4ett(q 
4nhwdr
0hnf.Cq Or jr—VJ8cr 0tIl-geIhIiC Id ylt —npnhy nfg
Gf.IfpIhwgnytg ^tgwbtfyneC jIswdtep Id ylt FnhhIf jetnr 
4lse.llwhh 4IsfyCr /t-ngnq sr ^r 0tIhIiw.nh ^se-tC 
mnyte ^svvhC Onvte ;;czr
LIddbnfq Rr Jrq LnhhI.(q Rr Jrq RIatq Rr 0rq Vw.Iq xr ^rq 
—seitq Lr Vrq nfg ulIbvpIfq ^r Or TJJ3r
Rt.Iffnwppnf.t ,f-tpywinywIf Id mnyte PsnhwyCr —IyyIb 
^tgwbtfyq nfg —wIyn jppI.wnytg awyl ,eewinywIf 5enwfnit 
wf nfg ftne ^ywhhanyte mwhghwdt xnfnitbtfy jetnr 
4lse.lwhh 4Isfy-r /t-ngnr TJ8co87r sr ^r 0tIhIiw.nh 
^se-tC mnyteoRtpIse.tp ,f-tpywinywIfp RtvIey 8Jo«T32r
Lsiltpq —r xnpIfq nfg mwtdhwfiq 0r jgnbpr TJ82r
Nnewn1whwyC Id xnBIe keinfw. 4IbvIftfyp ,f jwe.endy 
Fsthpr Hfiwfttewfi nfg ^te-w.tp Vn1IenyIeCq uCfgnhh jwe 
FIe.t —nptq FhIewgnr H^VouRo82oTzr
KIeytq /w. Hrq Ktnehq Otyte xrq nfg ^bswfq 5n-wg Rr TJ8Jr 
^ynygoIdoyltojey jvveIn.l yI LnFnegIsp mnpyt ^wyt 
4lnen.ytewFnywIfpr Hf-weIfbtfynh xnfnitbtfyq NIhr Tzq 
/Ir cq c77oc8«r
D
KIeytq /w. Hrq mnifteq ^nfgenq nfg /C)swpyq JIfr TJJ;r 
4lIIpwfi nf jvveIvewnyt ^Iwhoinp ^se-tC xtylIgr ,f 
Oetppr
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Vw.Iq xw.lnth ^rq mth.lq jhnf Lrq nfg Lsiltpq Jtffwdte Vr
TJ87r 0tI.ltbwpyeC Id ylt 0eIsfg mnyte wf ylt ^lnhhIa 
jhhs-wnh j)swdte 4nepIf 5tpteyr mtpytef /t-ngnr wf
4ltbw.nh PsnhwyC Id mnyte nfg ylt LCgeIhIiw. 4C.htq 
Vtawp Os1hwpltepq ,f.r 4lthptnq xw.lwinfr
xneewfq 5Iffq Vr TJ88r ^Iwho0np ^nbvhwfi nlg :
xwpwfytevetynywIfr 0eIsfg mnyte xIfwyIewfi Rt-wtaq NIhq 
8 /Ir ;q 2To2«r
xIeewpIfq Rr—r TJc«r Vn(t VnlIfynf; 0tIhIiC Id ^Isyltef 
4nepIf 5tpteyr /t-ngnr Gr^r 0tIhIiw.nh ^se-tC 
OeIdtuppwIfnh Onvte «3Tr Gr^r 0I-tefbtfy Oewfywfi 
kddw.tq mnplwfiyIf 5r4r
/5HOr TJJ3r ,f-tpywinywIf RtvIey jhhtitg JOo2 Fsth ^vwhh 
FnhhIf /n-nh jwe ^ynywIf Ft1esneCr TJ88r /t-ngn 
5w-wpwIf Id Hf-weIfbtfynh OeIyt.ywIfq 4nepIf 4wyCq /t-r
kR/Vr TJ8Jnr ut.lfw.nh xtbIenfgsb If ylt ^wyt ; ^.ettfwfi 
^se-tCpr 0enfg Jsf.ywIfq 4kq vetvnetg dIe /n-nh HfteiC 
p nfg Hf-weIfbtfynh ^svvIey j.yw-wyCr
kR/Vr TJ8J1r NIhsbt , o ,N mIe( Ohnf dIe ylt Rtbtgwnh
,f-tpywin1yIfDFtnpw1whwy- ^ysgC ny /n-nh jwe ^ynywIf 
FnhhIfr /t-ngnr kn( Rwgit /nywIfnh Vn1IenyIeCq 0enfg 
Jsf.ywIfq 4IhIq vetvnetg dIe /n-nh HfteiC nfg 
Hf-weIfbtfynh ^svvIey j.yw-wyCr
kR/Vr TJJ3r ut.lfw.nh xtbIenfgsb ff ylt ^wyt ; utpy LIhtp 
nfg xIfwyIewfi mthhpr kn( Rwgit /nywIfnh Vn1IenyIeCq 
0enfg Jsf.ywIfq 4kq vetvnetg dIe /n-nh HfteiC nfg 
Hf-weIfbtfynh ^svvIey j.yw-wyCr
kR/Vr TJJTnr OethwbwfneC ^wyt 4lnen.ytewFnywIf ^sbbneC nfg 
Hfiwfttewfi H-nhsnywIfD4Ipy jfnhCpwp dIe ^wyt ;r /ta 
Fsth Fneb; /n-nh jwe ^ynywIfr FnhhIfr /t-ngnr kn( Rwgit 
/nywIfnh Vn1IenyIeCq 0enfg Jsf.ywIfq 4IhIq vetvnetg 
dIe /n-nh HfteiC nfg Hf-weIfbtfynh ^svvIey j.yw-wyCr
kR/Vr TJJT1r 5t-thIvbtfy Id Rtbtgwnh OeI.tpp kvywIfpr
Olnpt ,, o Ftnpw1whwyC ^ysgC dIe /j^ FnhhIfr kn( Rwgit 
/nywIfnh Vn1IenyIeCq 0enfg Jsf.ywIfq 4kq vetvnetg dIe 
/n-nh HfteiC nfg Hf-weIfbtfynh ^svvIey j.yw-wyCr
kR/Vr TJJ;r OethwbwfneC ^wyt «4lnen.ytewFnywIf ^sbbneCr
,fpynhhnywIf RtpyIenywIf OeIienbr kn( Rwgit /nywIfnh 
Vn1IenyIeCq 0enfg Jsf.ywIfq 4kq vetvnetg dIe /n-nh 
HfteiC nfg Hf-weIfbtfynh ^svvIey j.yw-wyCr
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j55,u,k/jV 0HkOLY^,4jV ^GRNHY RH^GVu^
Iwto2­ FhrnA Fhob ehrw1w1( 5hor
—t.nspt ieIsfganyte .IfynbwfnywIf nfg v:Ippw:ht dhInywfi 
veIgs.y anp pspvt.ytg ny ^wyt Tq nf HxzT itIvlCpw.nh pse-tC 
anp vtedIebtgr ult gnyn dIe ylt pwyt anp .Ihht.ytg wf ;3 
1hI.(p .I-tewfi n1Isy c3 b M c3 b 6;33 dy M ;33 dyS tn.lr
Hn.l 1hI.( .Ifynwftg n1Isy Tq333 btnpsetbtfypq awyl ylt 
tfywet gnyn pty .Ifpwpywfi Id ftnehC ;3q333 et.Iegpr Hn.l 
et.Ieg lnp nf MoC hI.nywIf dIe ylt btnpsetbtfy nfg ylt 
)sngenyset nfg wfovlnpt etngwfip deIb ylt HxzTr
ult gnyn anp ylIeIsilhC tMnbwftg nfg ylt gnyn deIb ylt 
;3 1hI.(p anp vwt.tg yIitylte yI plIa ylt I-tenhh .I-tenit 
6Fwi joTSr j fsb1te Id pbnhh dhnap wf ylt gnyn pty 1t.nbt 
nvvnetfy If ylt vhIy Id ylt yen.(wfi bnvr ult inv wf 
.I-tenit 1tyattf pt-tenh 1hI.(p wp gst yI n dtf.t alw.l 
vet-tfytg gnyn .Ihht.ywIf yltetr kylte gnyn invp atet 
.nsptg 1C I1pyes.ywIfp ps.l np 1espl nfg n1I-t ieIsfg ynf(p 
alw.l vet-tfytg gnyn .Ihht.ywIfr ult )sngenyset gnyn 
.Ihht.ytg anp enytg np ­iIIg )snhwyC­ 1C ylt wfytevetywfi 
itIvlCpw.wpyq JIf /C)swpy; lIat-teq ylt wfovlnpt gnyn plIatg 
ylny ylt yletplIhg anp pty yII lwil nfg etvtnytghC atfy Idd 
p.nhtq .nspwfi:lt gnyn yI 1t .hwvvtgr —t.nspt ylt wfovlnpt 
gnyn wp itftenhhC IfhC sptg dIe gtyt.ywIf Id 1sewtg btynhq 
alw.l anp fIy ylt I1Bt.yw-t ny ylwp pwytq ylt etpshynfy hIpp 
Id gnyn anp fIy .ewyw.nhr kfhC ylt )sngenyset gnyn wp 
gwp.spptg ltetr
4IfyIsewfi ylt )sngenyset gnyn 6Fwi jo;S plIap ylny 
bnfC pbnhh 6coJ b 6;3oz3 dyS gwnbtyteS lwilp nfg hIap tMwpyr 
jdyte 1sewtg btynhq ylt pyeIfitpy wfdhstf.t If yteenwf 
.Ifgs.yw-wyC ny ylt pwyt wp veI1n1hC -newnywIf Id anyte 
pnhwfwyC nfg gtiett Id pIwh pnysenywIf — veI1n1hC n dne 
pyeIfite wfdhstf.t ylnf ylt vetptf.t Id Bty dsth .IfynbwR
fnywIfr ult pyeIfitpy nvvnetfy yetfg wp n lwil .Ifgs.yw-wyC 
nfIbnhC esffwfi fIeylatpy yI pIsyltnpy n.eIpp ylt pwytr
ulwp yetfg bnC 1t ethnytg yI pt-tenh vIppw1ht .IfgwywIfp 
wf.hsgwfi; wf.etnptg pIwh bIwpyset .Ifytfyq plnhhIate gtvyl 
yI ieIsfganyteq vetptf.t Id vtyeIhtsb lCgeI.ne1If .Ifynbwo ­ 
fnywIfq Ie n .Ib1wfnywIf Id nhh ylettr ult nfIbnhC bnC nhpI 
1t nyyew1syn1ht yI ylt tMwpytf.t Id n 1sewtg ew-te .lnffth 
alw.l yetfgp wf ylt pnbt gwet.ywIf n.eIpp ylt pIsylatpy 
.Iefte Id ylt pwytr ulwp .lnffth anp dwepy fIytg If ylt 
itIhIiw. bnv 6Fwir zS nfg hnyte .Ifdwebtg 1C ieIsfganyte 
ytpy lIht nfg bIfwyIewfi athh gewhhwfi gnynr xtnpsetbtfyp 
Id ieIsfganyte .Ifgs.yw-wyC wfgw.nyt nf wf.etnpt wf .Ifgs.R
yw-wyC deIb ylt fIeyltnpy yI pIsylatpy n.eIpp ylt pwyt alw.l 
wp .Ifpwpytfy awyl ylt Hx itIvlCpw.nh nfIbnhCq lIat-teq 
yltet net fIy tfIsil ieIsfganyte .Ifgs.yw-wyC gnyn vIwfyp yI 
gtytebwft wd yltet wp n .nspt nfg tddt.y ethnywIfplwv
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ADDITIONAL GEOPH SICAL SURVEY ESULTS 
Si e-1 crash crew Training Area 
Because groundwater contamination and ~oss ~ le f l oati ng 
product was suspected at Site 1, an EM31 geophy"~cal survey 
was performed. The data for the site was collected in 20
blocks covering about 60 m x 60 m (200 ft x 200 ft) each. 
Each block contained about 1,000 measurements, with the
entire data set consisting of nearly 20,000 records. Each 
record ha 9 an x-y location for the measurement and t h e 
quadrature and in-phase readings from the EM31. 
The data was thoroughly examined and the data from t he 
20 blocks was pieced together to show the overall coverage
( ig A-1). A number of small flaws in the data set became 
apparent on the plot of the tracking map. The gap in
coverage between several blocks is due to a fence which
prevented data collection there. Other data gaps were
caused by obstructions such as brush and above ground tanks 
which prevented data collection. The quadrature data
<?ollected was rated as "good quality" by the interpreting
geophysicist, on Nyquist; however, the in-phase data showed
that the threshold was set too high and repeated l y went off
scale, causingthe data to be clipped. Because the in-phase
data is generally only used for detection of buried metal,
which was not the objective at this site, the resultant loss
of data was not critical. Only the quadrature data is
discussed here. 
Contouring the quadrature data ( ig A-2) shows that
many small (6-9 m (20-30 ft) diameter) highs and lows exist.
After buried metal, the strongest influence on terrain
conductivity at the site is probably variation of water
salinity and degree of soil saturation -- probably a far
itronger influence than the presence of jet fuel contami-
nation. The strongest apparent trend is a high conductivity 
a nomaly running northwest to southeast across the site. 
This trend may be related to several possible conditions 
including; increased soil moisture content, shallower depth 
to groundwa r, presence of petroleum hydrocarbon contami-
nation, or a combination of all three. The anomaly may also 
be attributable to the existence of a buried river channel 
which trends in the same direction across the southwest 
corner of the site. This channel was first noted on the 
geologic map ( ig. 3) and later confirmed by groundwa er 
test hole and monitoring well ~rilling data. Mea urements 
of groundwa er conductivity indicate an increase in conduc-
tivity from the northeast to southwest across the site which 
is consistent with the EM geophysical anomaly, howev r, 
there are not enough groundwa er conductivity data points t o 
determine if there is a cause and effect relationship 
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1tyattf ylt yaIr ,y wp nvvnetfy ylny dhInywfi veIgs.y 
bnvvtg ny ylt pwyt wp etpyew.ytg yI n pbnhh netn neIsfg ylt 
dIebte 1sef vwy nfg yltet gItp fIy nvvtne yI 1t n .IeetR
hnywIf 1tyattf dhInywfi veIgs.y nfg ylt itIvlCpw.nh 
nfIbnhwtpr
^wytoTJ t Iwto2dE ,knt :khiT :rh :: jshwri I4k i ^lwvvwfi 
r1T co3ow)w1( Pwnxknri Iwto
—t.nspt yltpt yaI pwytp net ngBn.tfy nfg ftnehC 
.IfywisIspq ylt HxzT pse-tC .I-tetg ylt tfywet netnr utf 
G^Rj5 pCpytb pty svp atet et)swetg yI dshhC .I-te ylt netn 
Id z33 b UAoT;3 b 6T333 dy M «33 dySr jvveIMwbnythC T3q333 
gnyn vIwfyp atet itftenytgr ult vsevIpt Id pse-tCwfi 
^wytoTJ anp yI hII( dIe yetfgp vIppw1hC ethnytg yI yetf.ltp 
.Ifynwfwfi 1sewtg p.env btynh nfg tfiwft .htnfwfi pIh-tfyr 
ult vewbneC vsevIpt Id vtedIebwfi ylt pse-tC If ^wyto;z anp 
yI hI.nyt ylt nwe.endy etvIeytghC 1sewtg yltet wf TJ8«r ult 
yen.( bnv 6Fwi jozS plIap iIIg .I-tenit I-te ylt tfywet netn 
awyl yaI tM.tvywIfpq n et.ynfishne ptibtfy wf ylt pIsylatpy 
•hsneyte altet ylt 0jujR 4IbvIsfg dtf.t vet-tfytg pse-tCwfiq 
nvg n 1etn( wf ylt fIeylopIsyl yen.(wfi wf ylt fIeyl lnhd Id 
ylt netn ethnytg yI nf tnpyoatpy yetfgwfi gwy.lr
Rt-wta Id ylt )sngenyset gnyn et-tnhtg fsbteIsp lwil 
nfg hIa .Ifgs.yw-wyC nfIbnhwtpq bnfC Id alw.l .nf 1t ethnytg 
yI p.nyytetg btynhhw. gt1ewp If ylt ieIsfg psedn.tr /I 
I1-wIsp yetfgp net plIaf 1C ylt .IfyIse vhIy Id ylt 
)sngenyset gnyn 6Fwi j“«Sr kft phwily hIa .Ifgs.yw-wyC 
nfIbnhC nvvtnep yI yetfg deIb fIeylatpy yI pIsyltnpy n.eIpp 
ylt pIsyl lnhd Id ylt netn wf ylt -w.wfwyC Id ylt .IfynbwR
fnfy vhsbt gwp.lneit netn gthwftnytg 1C ylt ieIsfganyte ytpy 
lIht bnvvwfir ,y wp gwddw.shy yI pnC wd ylwp nfIbnhC wp 
ethnytg yI ylt .Ifynbwfnfy vhsbtq 1t.nspt yltet wp fI gnyn 
If ylt .Ifgs.yw-wyC Id ylt ieIsfganyte wf ylt -w.wfwyC Id 
ylt nfIbnhCr ,y wp (fIafq lIat-teq ylny yltet wp fI 
dhInywfi veIgs.y If ylt ieIsfganyte wf ylt -w.wfwyC Id ylt 
nfIbnhCq ylspq ylt nfIbnhC wp fIy etdht.ywfi veIgs.y 
.If.tfyenywIfp Id vtyeIhtsb lCgeI.ne1Ifpr
ult wfovlnpt gnyn pwbwhnehC etdht.yp nfIbnhwtpq bIpy Id 
alw.l .nf 1t ethnytg yI vwhtp Id p.env btynh nfg Iylte 
gt1ewp .Ifynwfwfi btynh ps.l np et1ne wf .If.etyt 6Fwi jo2Sr 
ult eIng n.eIpp ylt pIsyltef tfg Id ylt netn nvvtnep yI 1t 
etdht.ytg 1C n phwily hIa nfIbnhC If ylt wfovlnpt gnynr
ultet gItpA fIy nvvtne yI 1t n 1sewtg nwe.endy wf nfC Id ylt 
pse-tCtg netn sfhtpp wy wp 1sewtg sfgteftnyl Ift Id ylt 
psedn.t p.env vwhtpr ultet bnCr 1t yetf.ltp .Ifynwfwfi pIbt 
btynhhw. gt1ewp wf ylt pIsylatpy )sneyte Id ylt etiwIfq z3 
yI J3 b 6T33 yI z33 dyS fIeyl Id ylt eIngr kylteawptq ylt 
netn wp gt-Iwg Id wfovlnpt nfIbnhwtpr
D
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between the two. It is apparent that floating product
~apped at the site is restricted to a small area around the
former burn pit and there does not appear to be a corre-
lation between floating product and the geophysical
anomalies. 
Bite-19, site- 3 Post world War II Bur als~"' Shipping
and Receiving Disposal Bi e 
Because these two sites are adjacent and nearly
contiguous, the EM31 survey covered the entire area. Ten
US AD system set ups were required to fully cover the area
of 300 m ~120 m (1000 ft x 400 ft). Approximately 10,000
data points were generated. The purpose of surveying
Site-19 was to look for trends possibly related to trenches
containing buried scra p metal and engine cleaning solvent.
The primary purpose of performing the survey on Site-23 was
to locate the aircraft reportedly buried there in 19 4. The
track map ( ig A-3) shows good coverage over the entire area
with two exceptions, a rectangular segment in the southwest
quarter where the GATA  Compound fence prevented surveying,
a~d a break in the north-south tracking in the north half of
the area related to an east-west trending ditch. 
eview of the quadrature data revealed numerous high
and low conduc-t:±vity anomalies, many of which can be related
to scattered metallic debris on the ground surface. No
obvious trends are shown by the contour plot of the
quadrature data ( ig A-4). One slight low conductivity
anomaly appears to trend from northwest to southeast across
the south half of the area in the vicinity of the contami-
nant plume discharge area delineated by the groundwater test
hole mapping. It is difficult to say if this anomaly is
related to the contaminant plume, because there is no data
on the conductivity of the groundwater in the vicinity of 
the anomaly. It is known, howev r, that there is no 
floating product on the groundwater in the vicinity of the 
anomaly, thus, the anomaly is not reflecting product 
concentrations of petroleum hydrocarbons. 
The in-phase data similarly reflects anomalies, most of 
which can be related to piles of scrap metal and other -.. 
debris containing metal such as rebar in concrete ( ig A-5). 
The road across the southern end of the area appears to be 
reflected by a slight low anomaly on the in-phase data. 
There does not appear to be a buried aircraft in any of the 
surveyed area unless it is buried underneath one of the 
surface scrap piles. There may. be trenches containing some 
metallic -debris in the southwest quarter of the region, 30 
to 90 m (100 to 300 ft) north of the road. Otherwise, the 
area is devoid of in-phase anomalies. 
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ult vsevIpt Id ylt pse-tC ny ylwp pwyt anp yI hI.nyt 
vIppw1ht .nfp Ie gesbp .Ifynwfwfi O4— hngtf Iwh alw.l atet 
vIppw1hC 1sewtg ny ylt pwytr ult .Ifynwftep atet etvIeytghC 
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S e-10 GATAR Compound 
The purpose of the survey at this site was to locate
possible cans or drums containing PCB laden oil which were
possibly buried at the site. The containers were reportedly
buried in the northeast quadrant of the compoun~ ~ A metal
detector survey revealed several small pieces\o.v~hallowly
buried metal in the region but no other anomalies. The
groundwater test hole data indicates that there is no
floating product on the groundwater at the site. Thus,
there is no comparison to be made between the geophysical
results and the groundwater test hole results. 
The c6verage shown on the track map is relatively
regular and shows no gaps in the data ( ig. A-6). The area
was covered by two US AD set ups which produced
appr0ximately 2000 da t a points. The area is enclosed by a 
chain link fence, but otherwise there were no other visible
cultural interferences at the time of the survey. 
The quadrature data show several high and low
anomalies, but no apparent trends ( ig. A-7). The EM31
quadrature data; however, does show a possible concentration
oi more deeply buried metal about 24 m ( 0 ft) south and 6 m 
(20 ft) west of the northeast corner of the compound. Other
anomalies appear in the region, but the large one would be
the most likely--place to continue the investigation for the
containers of oil. ecommendations include excavating the
site to see if buried drums are present, and if present they
should be removed for .appropriate disposal. 
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APPENDIX B 
ADDITIONAL GROUNDWATER TEST HOLE RESULTS 
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plnhhIa nhhs-wnh n)swdte yI gtyt.y nfC vIppw1ht pIh-tfy 
veIgs.y vhsbtr kft sviengwtfy athh anp .Ibvhtytg wf 
ylt wfytebtgwnyt n)swdte nfg wp neytpwnfr ulwp 
vet.hsgtpr ±rlt bwienywIf Id .Ifynbwfnfyp deIb ylt 
plnhhIa nhhs-wnh n)swdte yleIsil ylt .hnC .Ifdwfwfi 
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etpshyp psvvIeytg ylt ieIsfganyte ytpy lIht vhsbt 
1IsfgneC gthwftnywIf 6un1ht —r;Sr
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pIsyltef vney Id ylt pwytq 60^H netn nfg pIsyl gwpvIpnh 
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fI 1Isfgnewtp atet gthwftnytg gst yI ylt gwddw.shyC Id 
gewhhwfi yleIsil ylt ylw.( .If.etyt 6Fwir —r;Sr /I 
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gwpvIpnh netn Ie ylt 1Iapte gwpvIpnh netnr
D
:pz8Ie:C5e:-p o .IfpwpytgqId gewhhwfi 8 pIwh 1Iewfipq
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xIfwyIewfi athh etpshyp psvvIeytg ylt vhsbt 1IsfgneC 
gtdwfwywIf 6un1ht —r«Sr
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ADDITIONAL GROUNDWATER TEST HOLE RESULTS 
SITE 1 - CRASH CREW TRAINING AREA: 
POTENTIAL CONTAMINANTS - jet fuel (JP-5), waste oil and
other fuels, and sol vents. \.... A. 
SCREENING - consisted of an EM-31 survey and 5
groundwater test holes (Table B.l). An area of
floating product has been discovered near the old burn
pit ( ig. B.1). A plume containing P-5 and solvents
was delineated. A former river channel was also
located and partially mapped. The channel appears to
trend southeast across the southwest part of the site. 
INVESTIGATION - included drilling and sampl i ng 6 soil
borings, monitoring wells, and two piezome ers. ive
wells were screened shallow to intersect the shallow
alluvial water table (one of these is an upgradient
well). Two wells were screened at the bottom of the
shallow alluvial aquifer to detect any possible solvent
product plume. One upgradient well was completed in
the intermediate aquifer and is artesian. This
precludes...._t.he migration of contaminants from the
shallow alluvial aquifer through the clay confining
layer down into the other aquifers. Monitoring well
results supported the groundwater test hole plume
boundary delineation (Table B.2). 
SITE 3 - HANGAR 300 (RENAMED HANGAR 1): 
POTENTIAL CONTAMINANTS - include P-5, hydraulic fluid,
lube oil, and solvents. 
SCREENING - consisted of drilling 12 groundwater test
holes (Table B.3). A solvent plume was detected in the 
southern part of the site, (GSE area and south disposal 
area), but the plume appeared to go under the apron an-..---. 
no boundaries were delineated due to the difficulty of 
drilling through the thick concrete ( ig. B.2). No
significant contamination was detected in the north 
disposal area or the bowser disposal area. 
INVESTIGATION - consisted , of drilling  soil borings, 
12 .monitoring wells, and taking 3 sediment samples from 
the ditch downstream of the oil/water separato . 
Monitoring well results supported the plume boundary 
definition (Table B. -4). 
I 
/ 
Table B.l. Screening results for Site 1
PID Field GC
^ole # Pos. Neg. Pos. Neg.
Final
Decision Comments
1 X ND POS
2 X ND POS
3 X X POS GC false negative
4 X X POS
5 X X POS PID false negative
6 X X POS PID false negative
Ij X X NEG
8 X ND POS
9 X X NEG
10 X X POS
11 X X POS
12 X X POS
13 X X NEG
14 X X NEG
15 X X NEG
16 X X POS PID false negative
17 X X POS PID false negative
18 X X POS PID false negative
19 X X POS
20 •X^ X POS
21 X X POS
22 X X POS PID false negative
23 X * X POS
24 X X NEG
25 X X POS PID false negative
26 X X POS
27 X X POS
28 X X POS PID false negative
29 X X POS
30 X X POS
31 X X NEG
32 X X NEG
33 X X NEG
34 X X NEG
35 X X POS PID false negative
36 X X NEG
37 X X NEG
38 X X NEG
39 X X POS
40 X X POS
41 X X • POS PID false negative
42 X X NEG
43 X X NEG
44 X X NEG
45 X X NEG
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Table B.l. (continued)
Site # Hole #
PID Field GC
CommentsPos. Neg. Pos. Neg
Final
Decision
1 46 X X NEG
1 47 X X NEG
1 iS X X NEG
1 49 X X NEG
1 50 X X NEG
1 51 X X NEG
1 52^ X X NEG
1 53 X X POS
1 54 X X NEG
1 55 X X NEG
1 56 X X NEG
1 57 X X POS
Total = 57 10 hole with negative PID and positive GC 
1 hole with positive PID and negative GC 
19.3% disagreement between PID and GC 
80.7% agreement
ND = Not Done
6-
/
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Tabic BJ. Water sample results for Site 1 
(Crash Crew Training Area)
i-
Location
Date
Sample
Number
Total HBP 
PHC(1*) 
ug/I,
Toul LBP 
PHC (*2) 
ug/L
PCB/Pesticides
(•3)
ug/L
Semivolatilcs 
Method 625, 
ug/L
QL 10 ug/L
Volatiles 
Method 624. 
ug/L
OL 5 ugL
MWOllL
7/90
3468 NP NP U TICl 39.0
1 Unknown 11,0
U
MWOllU
7/90
M67
j
NP NP U TIC 2 10.0
TIC 3 11.0
1 Unknown 63.0
U
MWOllU
4,91
3778 U U U TIC 4 10.0 U
MW014
491
3733 Die 50.0 U U TIC 5 18.0
TIC 3 31.0
1 Unknown 25.0
U
MW015L
,491
yni Die 290.0 65.0 U U 1.2DCE 18.0
Tetra 1.0‘J
TCE 23.0
MW015U
491
3730 -U---- U U TIC 6 14.0
2 Unknowns 8 1
8.7
UDCE 1.0* J
TCE 5.0
MW016L
491
3729 U U U 1 UnkiuTwn 14.0 1.2DCE 7 0
TCE 2.0’J
MW016U
491
3728 Die 13000.0 95.0 U nc 7 15.0
nc 8 180.0
nc 9 65.0
17 Unknowns 15.0
88.0
I.IDCE 5 0
1.2DCE 110.0
B 3.0*J
TCE 45.0
MW017
491
3731 Die 140.0 U U nc 5 24.0
nc 3 23.0
1 Unknown ' 18.0
TCE 50-J
•1 ■ Method 8013 Modified, quamitaiion limii: 50 ug/L LBP
*2 - Method 8015/8020, quamiuiion limit: 50 ug/L NP
•3 • Method 608, quantitation limit: 0.05 ugl.
•J ■ concentration estimated
I.IDCE - 1.1-dichloroeihene 
1.2DCE - 1.2-dichloroethene (total)
B ■ benzene
Die - HBP PHC as compared to diesel fuel
HBP ■ high boiling point
PHC
OL
TCE
Tetra
TIC
U
■ low boiling point
■ analysis not performed
• petroleum hydrocarbons 
' quanliution limit
■ trichloroethene
■ tetrachloroethene
• tentatively identified compound 
' no compounds detected
NOTE - concentrations are estimated for TICs and unknowns TIC 5
TIC I - sulfur, mol. (s8) 
nc 2 ■ cyclohesanol, l bromo-2<hlor 
T1C. .3 • cyclohexanol, 2-bromo- 
TIC A ■ hcxanoic ackJ, 2-ethyl-
TIC 6 
TIC 7 
TIC 8 
TIC 9
- cyclohexane. 1 -bromo-2-chlor
• 2-pentanone, 4-hydroxy-4-met
- l(2h)-naphthalenone isomer
■ butane, l-{2-methQxyetha)ty)-
• oxirane. 2,2’-oxybis(methyl
" 
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a le .2 ater sa le r sults for Site 
( rash r  r i  r a) 
ul  ul  
ocation Sa ple HC (!')  ('2) 
ate er ug/L ug/1.. 
0IJ  3468   
7/90 
0II  3467  '  
7/90 
.I 
0JI   u u 
f}I 
014  i  .  u 
f}I 
 3727 i  .  .  
f}I 
0J5  3730 - -- u 
f}I 
016   u u 
,4)) 
0l6   i  .  .  
4191 
017  ie .  u 
,4)) 
• I · Method 8015 Modilied, quantitation limit : 50 ug/1.. 
' 2 · Method 8015,1!020, quanti!Jltion limit: 50 ug/1.. 
' 3 · ethod 60 , a tiution li it : 0 .05 ug/1.. 
• J · c ce tration esti ated 
I ,I DCE · .  ~ic l r cthene 
. E · .2'.dichlorocthene (total) 
 · bcn:z.ene 
ie · BP i-IC as c pared to d iesel fuel 
BP • high boiling point 
E · concc tratfons arr esti ated for IC. and unknowns 
TIC 1 · sulfur, ol. (~) 
TIC 2 · cyclohc:un l. 1-br -~-chlor 
TIC. 3 · cyclohc:unol. 2-bromo-
TIC 4 · hcxanoic acid, 2~t l-
I 
Scmivolatile  la11  
P / ti  t  625,  624, 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
LBP 
NP 
 
 
 
etra 
IC 
u 
('3) 
ug/1.. 
IC 5 
I  6 
I  7 
I  8 
TIC 9 
ug/1.. ug/1.. 
L: JO ug/1.. QL: 5 ug/L 
\ /\ 
'-.-/ 39,0 TIC 1 
I Unkna--11 11.  
I  2 10.  
I   .  
1  5  
I   .  
 
  
I  
u 
TI  6  
2 Unknowns 1 
 
 no  
TIC  
TIC  
TIC
s
TIC  
TIC 
 nkno  • 
· l  ling i t 
. lysis t for ed 
· tr leu  drocarbons 
. q ti!Jltion li it 
. trichlorocthene 
· tetrachlorocthene 
.  
 
.  
.  
.  
.  
u 
u 
u 
u 
,  
1.2DCE
J.:!
.I  
 
 
 
 
. te t i ely ide ilied c pound 
. no c pounds etected 
· cyclohcxane, -bro o-2< or 
· 2-pentanone, 4-hydro - -met 
· 1(2h)-naphthalenone iso er 
· butane, 1-(2-mcthaxycthoxy)-
- oxiranc , 2,2' -0X)'bis(methyl 
.  
I. '  
.  
I .0'J 
.  
.  
~- '  
5.0 
.  
' J 
.  
5.0 ' J 
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Table B3. Screening results for Site 3
Site # Hole #
PID Field GC
\ _,^^CommentsPos. Neg. Pos. Neg.
• rinal
Decision
3 1 X X NEG TCE?
3 2 X X NEG Asphalt
3 3 X X NEG
3 4" X X POS TCE?
3 5 X X POS TCE?
3 6 X X POS TCE?
3 7 X X POS TEC?
3 8 X X NEG
3 9 X X NEG
3 10 X X NEG
' 3 11 X X NEG
3 12 X X NEG
Total = 12 4 holes with negative PID and positive GC
1 hole with positive PID and negative GC 
42% disagreement between PID and GC 
58% agreement
Note: TCE not deteaable on PID at low concentrations
/
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Tabic B.4. Water sample results for Site 3 (Hanger 300)
Locaiion
Dale
Sample
Number
Total HBP 
PHC(1*) 
ug/L
Toul LBP 
PHC (’2) 
ug/L
PCB/Pcsiiddes
(•3)
Ug/L
Semivolatiles 
Method 625, 
ug/L
QU- 10 ug/L
Volatiles 
Method 624, 
ug/L
OU 5 ug/L
MW038
4/91
3806 Die 3100 Gas 200.0 NP nc 1 10,0
nC2 . 19^
nc 3 28:o
2 Unknowns 9.6
15.0
E 50
nc 4 32.0
nc 5 16 0
MW039L
4.91
3807 U U NP U U
MW039U
4/91
3808 Die 60.0 U NP 1 Unknown 17.0 u
MW040
4/91
3810 U U NP 1 Unknown 12.0 u
MW041L
4/91
3797 U U NP U Methcl 2.0* ■
TCE 30'J
MW041L
4/91
3798 U U NP nC6 10.0 Methcl lO”
TCE 3.0-J
MW041U
4,^1
3799 Die 90.0 Gas 160.0 NP TIC 7 16,0
1 Unknown 9.0
1,1 DCE 2.0’J
1.2DCE 33.0
Methcl 3.0* •
TCE 160 0
nC5 14 0
nc 8 6,2
1 Unknown 7.3
MW042L
4/91
3796 U U NP nc 7 25.0 Methcl l.O**
MW042U
491
3792 u U U nc 6 42.0
2 Unknowns 10.0
250.0
U
MW043L
4/91
3793 u U NP U U
MW043U
4/91
3794 Die 340.0 U NP nc 7 13.0
1 Unknown 9.2
Methcl l.O”
MW044L
491
3805 U U NP nc 7 93.0
1 Unknown 11.0
Methcl 20”
MW044U
491
3800 u U NP nc 7 32.0
nC9 11.0
1 Unknown 8.6
Methcl 2.0”
•• ■ unusable data due lo method blank conumination
*1 - Method 8015 Modified, quantitation limit: 50 ug/L
•2 - Method 8015/8020. quantitation limit: 50 ug/L
*3 - Method 608, quantitation limit: 0.05 ug/L
•J - concentration estimated
1.1 DCE - 1,1-dichlproethene 
1.2DCE ■ 1.2-dichloroethene (total)
Die ■ HBP PHC as compared lo diesel fuel
E ■ ethylbenzene
Gas • LBP PHC as compared lo gasoline
HBP
LBP
Methcl
NP
PHC
QL
TCE
TIC
U
- high boiling point
- low boiling point
- methylene chloride
- analysis not perfonned
■ petroleum hydrocarbons
■ quantitation limit
■ trichloroethene
■ tentatively identified compound 
• no compounds detected
NOTE - concentrations are estimated for TICs and unknowns TIC 5 
nC 1 - l-hcxadecyne 
nc 2 - benzene, 2-ethyl-1.4\limcthy 
nC 3 - phenol. 4-(2.2.3J-tetramelh 
TIC 4 - ethane. l,1.2-tnchloro l.2,2
ethane. l,2-dichloro-l.l,2-t 
TIC 6 - 2-pentanone, 4-hydroxy-4-mel
nc 7 - I.13-ieiradecadiene 
nc 8 - pentane. 2.2.3-irimeihyl- 
nC 9 • 2-hepienal. (z)-
' 
10  
Table B.4. ater sa ple results for Site 3 (Hanger 300) 
Scmivolat ilcs V la11lcs 
Total H P Total L P PCB/Pcs1 ci c  lhod 625, e1 d 62.4 , 
Loca1ion Sample PHC (1 •) PHC (•2) (·3) ug/L ug/L 
Dale u ber ug/L ug/L ug/L L 10 ug/L Ql..: 5 ug/L 
038 3806 Die 310.  Gas 200.0 
4191 
039L 3807 u u 
4/91 
039  3808 ie .  u 
4191 .,I 
040 3810 u u 
4191 
041L 3797 u u 
4191 -
041   u u 
4/91 
041  3799 ie .   ,  
4191 
042L 3796 u u 
4/91 
04 2  3792  u 
4/91 
043  3793  u 
4/91 
043  3794 ie .  u 
4/91 
044  3805 u u 
4/91 
044  3800  u 
4/91 
· unusable data due 10 me1hod blank contamination 
• 1 · Mel hod 8015 Mod ifi ed, quan1ita1ion limit : 50 ug/L 
'  · e1hod 80 i1l020, q a titation li il: 50 ug/L 
•  • ethod 608, quanlitation li it : 0.05 u _lL 
• J - ~ tr ti  cs1imated 
l,l  - 1.1-dich~oroethenc 
1.2 E - 1.2-dichloroethene (to1al) 
N  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
u 
 
 
 
P 
TIC 1 10.0 E 
TI   \ ... TIC 4 TIC 3 TIC 5 
2 U  9.6 
15.0 
u u 
1  17.0  
1  knc:,,.,.11 .   
u et e! 
 
TI   .  t l 
 
16.0 ,l  
I lr  .  .  
the.I 
 
TI  5 
TIC  
I lr  
TIC  t l 
TIC 42.0 u 
lrno ns 10.0 
.  
u u 
TIC  13.0 e1hcl 
 lrno 9.2 
TIC  93.0 et l 
 nc:,,.,.11 11.0 
TIC  .  eth l 
TIC 9 .0 
 nkno  .  
· i  boiling poinl 
· lo  boiling poinl 
- thylene chloride 
- analysis n 1 performed 
· pe1roleum hydrocarbons 
· q 1it 1ion li 1 
· 1richloroe1hene 
ie -   as c ared 10 iesel fuel 
E · e1hylbenzcne 
 
P 
ethcl 
P 
 
 
E 
IC 
u . . tentatively idcnlified co pound · no co pounds de1ec1ed 
Gas · P P  as co pared 10 gasoline 
N TE · con~ tr 1 ions are cs1ima1ed f r TICs and unlrnowns TIC 5 . elhane. 1.2-dic l r -1,1.2-1 
TIC 1 · 1-hcxadecyne TIC 6 - 2-pentanone , 4-hydroxy-4 -met 
TIC 2 · benzene, 2~thyl -1.4-dime1hy TIC 7 - 1.13-aetradecadiene 
TIC 3 · phenol, 4-(2.2.3,3-telramcah TIC 8 - penlllne, 2.2.3-1rimc1hyl-
TIC 4 - c1hanc. l.l .2-1nchloro-1.2.2 TIC 9 . 2-hcpicnal , (z)-
J 
5.  
.  
16.0 
2.0•• 
 o· J 
1.0·· 
3.o•J 
.0 · J 
.  
3.o· · 
.  
14.0 
.  
.  
1.0·· 
1.0•. 
2-0·. 
2. •• 
/ 
T3;
Cc-7, :: I:e8I 2 I:e8 ;a I:e8 1, I:e8 d­a I:e8 dd0
,-e8pe:5y F-pe5S:p5peI I:e8 ; 2 JOo« nfg JOo2 
,-e8pe:5y F-pe5S:p5peI I:e8 R o fnvnhb xo; nfg fnvnhb 
j&—
,-e8pe:5y F-pe5S:p5peI I:e8I d­ «3 dd o inpIhwftq
gwtpth dsthq anpyt Iwhpq lCgenshw. dhswgq nfg aty 
ine1nit htn.lnytr
IFc88p:pC o .Ifpwpytg Id gewhhwfi J2 ieIsfganyte ytpy 
lIhtp neIsfg ylt pwytp 6wf.hsgtp ylt V5#T wf-tpywR
inywIfS 6un1ht —r2Sr kft hneit dsth vhsbt anp hI.nytg 
nfg gthwftnytg tbnfnywfi deIb ^wyt c 6Fwir —rzSr j 
pbnhh netn Id dhInywfi veIgs.y anp gwp.I-tetgq 1sy bnC 
fIy 1t .IbvhtythC gthwftnytgr
/I Iylte pwifwdw.nfy .IfynbwfnywIf anp gtyt.ytg 
deIb nfC Iylte pwytp tM.tvy nhIfi ylt eIng 1tyattf ^wyt 
;T nfg ;; ftne ylt wfytept.ywIf Id ylt eIng htngwfi yI 
ylt et.tw-te pwytr jyytbvyp yI yen.t ylwp 
.IfynbwfnywIf pIsyl Cwthgtg fI Iylte .Ifynbwfnytg ytpy 
lIhtpr ulspq ylt .IfynbwfnywIf nvvtnetg yI 1t 
hI.nhwFtg nfg wf.Ifpwpytfyr jyytbvyp yI hI.nyt ylt 
fnvnhb 1sef vwyr ^wyt 7q 1C gewhhwfi ieIsfganyte ytpy 
lIhtp dnowohotg gst yI tMytfpw-t hnfgdwhh bnytewnh 1sewtg 
wf ylt netn alw.l vet-tfytg ylt gewhh deIb etn.lwfi ylt 
anyte yn1htr
y-:8c P:5C-p5y <­ Pc5:p5C8 P:eF4
6^wyt Id et.tfy JOo2 .htnfsvS ^p-e80 ylwp wp fIy nf ,R 
pwyt 1sy anp wf-tpywinytg yI gtytebwft ylt vIppw1whwyC 
Id .Ifynbwfnfy bwienywIf deIb ylt ftne1C pwytp gIaf ylt 
gwy.lrS Oney Id ylwp aIe( anp nppI.wnytg awyl nf 
wf-tpywinywIf Id n dsth pvwhh wf ylt VIate 5wniIfnh #T 
5enwf 6Ft1esneC TJJTSr /I t-wgtf.t Id .Ifyew1sywIf yI 
.IfynbwfnywIf wf ylt gwy.l deIb nfC Id ylt ,R pwytp anp 
dIsfg 6un1ht —rcSr ult TJ ieIsfganyte ytpy lIhtpq 2 
vwtFIbtytepq nfg ; pyndd insitp atet nhh .Ifpwgtetg 
vney Id ylt 0eIsv ,, pwyt wf-tpywinywIfr
:pz8Ie:C5e:-p o .Ifpwpytg Id gewhhwfi 7 athhpr kft 
sviengwtfy athh anp gewhhtg yI ylt wfytebtgwnyt 
n)swdter ,y anp neytpwnf awyl etpvt.y yI ylt plnhhIa 
n)swdter jhh Iylte athhp atet .Ibvhtytg n.eIpp ylt 
anyte yn1ht wf ylt plnhhIa nhhs-wnh n)swdter Fw-t 
vwtFIbtytep atet wfpynhhtg nhIfi ylt gwy.l If ylt fIeyl 
pwgt Id ylt netn nfg ylett atet wfpynhhtg neIsfg ylt 
^wyt c vhsbt 6Fwir —rzSr ult bIfwyIewfi athh etpshyp 
psvvIeytg ylt ieIsfganyte ytpy lIht gthwftnywIf Id ylt 
vhsbt 1IsfgneC np plIaf wf un1ht —r7r
> 
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GROUP II SITES - SITE 6, SITE 7 SITE 21, SITE 22: 
POTENTIAL CONTAMINANTS SITE 6 - P-4 and P-5
POTENTIAL CONTAMINANTS SITE 7 - napalm M-2 and napalm
A B 
POTENTIAL CONTAMINANTS SITES 21, 22 - ~~,AJ gasoline , 
diesel fuel, waste oils, hydraulic fluid, and wet
garbage leachate. 
SCREENING - consisted of drilling 95 groundwater test
holes around the sites (includes the LD#l investi-
gati~n) (Table B.5). One large fuel plume was located
and delineated emanating from Site 6 ( ig. B.3). A
small area of floating product was discovered, but may
not be completel y delineated. 
No other significant contamination was detected
from any other sites except along the road between Site
21 and 22 near the intersection of the road leading to
the receiver site. Attempts to trace this
contamination south yielded no other contaminated test
, holes. Thus, the contamination appeared to be
localized and inconsistent. Attempts to locate the
napalm burn pit, Site , by drilling groundwater test
holes fa-±-red due to extensive landfill ma erial buried
in the area which prevented the drill from reaching the
water table. 
LOWER DIAGONAL fl DRAINAGE DITCH 
(Site of recent P-5 cleanup) (NOTE: this is not an I
site but was investigated to determine the possibility
of contaminant migration from the nearby sites down the
ditch.) Part of this work was associated with an
investigation of a fuel spill in the Lower Diagonal 1 
Drain ( ebruary 1991). No evidence of contribution to 
contamination in the ditch from any of the I sites was
found (Table B.6). The 19 groundwater ~est holes, 5 
piezome rs, and 2 staff gauges were all considered 
part of the Group II site investigation. ---.. 
INVESTIGATION - consisted of drilling  wells. One 
upgradient well was drilled to the intermediate 
aquifer. It was artesian with respect to the shallow 
aquifer. All other wells were completed across the 
water table in the shallow alluvial aquifer. ive 
piezome ers were installed along the ditch on the north 
side of the area and three were installed around the 
Site 6 plume ( ig. B.3). The monitoring well results 
supported the groundwater test hole delineation of the 
plume boundary as shown in Table B.7. 
I 
/ 
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Table B3. Scrccoing results for Sites 6, 7, 21, and 22
c.
PID Field GC
Silc # Hole # Pos. Neg. Pos. Neg.
Final
Decision Comments
6* 1 X X NEG
6* 2 X X NEG
6* 3 X X NEG
6* 4 X X NEG
6* 5 X X NEG
6* 6 X ' X NEG
6* 7 X X NEG
6* 8 X X NEG
6* 9 X X NEG ^
6* 10 X X NEG
6* 11 X X NEG PID slow response
6* 12 X X NEG PID slow response
6* 13 X X NEG PID slow response
6* 14 X X NEG
6* IS X X POS PID slow response
6* 16 X X POS PID slow response
6* 17 X X NEG
6* 18 X X/ NEG
6* 19 X X NEG
6* 20 X X NEG PID slow response
6* 21 X X NEG Pib slow response
6* 22 X X NEG PID stow response
6* 23 X X POS
6* 24 X -- " X POS
25 X X POS
6* 26 X X POS
6* 27 X X POS
6* 28 X X NEG
6* 29 X X NEG PID slow response
6* 30 X X NEG
6* 31 X X POS
6* 32 X X POS
6* 33 X X POS
6* 34 X X POS
6* 35 X X POS
6* 36 X X POS
6* 37 X X POS
6* 38 X X NEG
6* 39 X X NEG
6* 40 X X NEG .
6* 41 X X NEG
6* 42 X X NEG
6* 43 X X NEG
6* 44 X X NEG
6* 45 X X NEG
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a le .5. Screeni g res lts for ites 6, , 21, and '1:1. 
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·     
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·     
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Table (continued)
Site #
PID Field GC
CommentsHole # Pos. Neg. Pos, Neg.
Final
Decision
6* 46 X X NEG
6* 47 X X NEG \ A
6* 48 X X NEG
6* 49 X X NEG
6* 50 X X NEG
6* 51 X X NEG
6* 52 X X NEG
6* 53 . X X NEG
6* 54 X X POS
6* 55 X X NEG
6* 56 X X NEG
6- 57 X X NEG
6* 58 X X NEG
6* 59 X X NEG
6* 60 X X NEG
6* 61 X X NEG
6* 62 X X NEG
63 X X NEG
6* 64 X X NEG
6* 65 X X NEG
6* 66 ----- X X NEG
6* 67 X X POS
6* 68 X X NEG
6* 69 X X NEG
6* 70 X X NEG
6* 71 X X NEG
6* 72 X X NEG
6* 73 X X POS PID false negative
6* 74 X X NEG PID slow response
6* 75 X ND POS Product
6* 76 X X NEG
6* PZOl X X POS
6* PZ02 X X NEG
6* PZ03 X X NEG
* Indicates could be sites 6, 7, 21, or 22
Total = 79 1 hole with negative PID and positive GC 
10 holes with positive PID and negative GC 
14% disagreement between PID and GC 
86% agreement
ND = Not Done
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a le B.5. (continued) 
IO Field  
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DiIgONAL NoI 1 li)PA;N___
Fig. B.3. Groundwater test hole nap for Sites 6, 7, 21, and 22.
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Tabic B.6. Screening results for LD# 1
PID FiekJ GC
Site # Hole # Pos.
Final
Decision Comments
J!
LD#1
LD#1
LD#1
LD#1
LD#1
LX)#1
LD#1
LD#1
LD#1
LD#1
LD#1/
LD#1
LD#1
LD#1
LX>#1
LD#1
LX)#1
LD#1
LD#1
Total
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 
11 
12
13
14
15
16
17
18 
19
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
0 holes with negative PID and positive GC 
0 holes with positive PID and negative GC 
0% disagreement between PID and GC 
100% agreement
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le .6. Scr e i  r sults for t 
IO ield  
lO l 
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#I     
I     
I    
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#l     
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Table B.7. Water sample results for Group II Sites
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Location
Dale
Sample
Number
Toul HBP 
PHC (!•) 
ug/L
Total LBP 
PHC (*2) 
ug/L
PCB/Pestiddcs
(•3)
ug/L
Semivolalilex 
Method 625, 
ug/L
OL 10 ugA.
Volatiles 
Method 624. 
ug/L
OL. 5 ug/L
MW012L
7/90
3503 NP NP U U TAcet 1,0
MW012U
7/90
3502 NP NP U U U
MW012U
4^1
3815 u
y
U U nCl 11.0
1 Unknown 34.0
U
MW045
4/91
3813 u U U U nc 2 55 0
MW046
4/91
3812 u U U U U
MW047
4/91
3817 u U U nc 3 12.0
MW048 
4«1 *
3819 Die 1100.0 Gas 3500 U nc 4 8.6
4 Unknowns 9.0
16.0
nc 5 9.1
nc 5 14.0
nc 6 7.8
nc 7 5 6
1 Unknown 16 0
MW048
4/91
3820 Die 820.0 Gas 350.0 U nc 4 9.2
4 Unknowns 8.2
14.0
Qform 1.0* J
Tetra 17.0
nc 5 8 4
nC5 12.0
nC6 6,7
nc 7 5.3
1 Unknown 21.0
MW049
4y91
3814 U U U nC8 11.0
nc 9 67.0* •
2 Unknowns 11.0 
14.0
nc 10 5.2“
- unusable data due lo method blank contamination HBP
- Method 8015 ModlTied, quantitation limit: SO ugA- LBP
• Method 8015/8020, quaniiuiion limit: 50 ug/L NP
- Method 608, quantitation limit: 0.05 ugl. PHC
- concentration estimated QL
- acetone Tetra
Qform - chloroform TIC
Die - HBP PHC as compared lo diesel fuel U
Gas - LBP PHC as compared lo gasoline
•1
•2
•3
•J
Acel
' high boiling point
• low boiling point
■ analysis not performed
• petroleum hydrocarbons 
' quantitation limit
■ ictrachloroethene
■ tentatively idenitried compound 
' no compounds detected
NOTE ■ concentrations are estimated tor TICs and unknowns TIC 6
nc 1 - 2 hepienal, (zj- 
TIC 2 - pentane, 3 meihyl- 
nC 3 ■ cycloteirasiloxane, (icxlomet 
nc 4 - trimelhyl benzene 
nc 5 • 1-pentene, 2-mcihyl-
nc 7* 
nc 8 
nc 9 
nc 10
■ butane, 2-roethyl-
- cyclobutane, melhyl-
- Ih-indene, 1,1-dimelhyl-
■ 2-pentanone, 4-hydro«y-4-met
■ cycloletrasiloxane, octameht
... 
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c—u .Ib veidtI) wid.mb w-a hII.pab e.wam.e bm.tI Iimw- 
iv w-a (idam kt.)iI.e km.tI ;2.qea 3fjT,f xIiw-am 
).rietIaLbtarae lehpa d.r baetIa.wab ap.I.wtI) vmip w-a 
ieb ga-tCea p.tIwaI.ICa r-il .ma. ;6twa cA, d-ama wdi 
ea.StI) w.ISr dama mapigab ;2.qea 3fee,f 2-tr lehpa 
.lla.mr wi pam)a dtw- . lehpa Ia.m w-a larwtCtba r-il 
.Ib qiteam le.Iwf 6twar c^ .Ib cN ;2.qea 3fc^,f 
­iItwimtI) daee r.plea marhewr ;2.qea 3fcN, tIbtC.wa 
w-.w w-a )mihIbd.wam CiIw.ptI.Iw lehpa ap.I.wtI) vmip 
6twa c— d.r rhCCarrvheey baetIa.wab dtw- w-a 
)mihIbd.wam warw -iea rhmgayf 2-a marhewr vmip w-a 
daeer bmteeab .eiI) w-a bidI)m.btaIw ab)a iv w-a 6twa 
cA lehpau -idagamu maga.eab /w-.w ­GcM .Ib ­G^o d-tC- 
dama rhllirab wi qa JCea.IJ .Cwh.eey aECaabab 4j«kGF 
vim ragam.e im).ItC CiIw.ptI.Iwr ;2.qea 3fcA,f
GROUP III SITES - SITE 9 AND SITB 18 
POTENTIAL CONTAMINANTS SITE 9 - oils, paint wastes,
metals, and diesel fuel. 
POTENTIAL CONTAMINANTS SITE 18 - paints, metals, 
solvents, and h drocarbons. '  '---· 
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SCREENING - consisted of drilling 10 groundwater test
holes between the sites and the Lower Diagonal Drain
Ditch (Table 8.8). No contamination was detected. 
INVESTI,,GATION - consisted of drilling 2 single
complefion monitoring wells, two soil borings near the
for er diesel tank location (to water), three soil
borings in the grit disposal area (to 1.2 m (4 ft)),
two soil borings near the imhoff tank sludge disposal
pit (to 1.2 m (4 ft)), and one piezometer (Fig. 8.4).
Monitoring well sample results supported the finding of
no significant contamination as indicated b the
groundwater test hole screening (Table 8.9). 
GRo'oP IV SITES - SITE 10, SITE 11, SITE 12, SITE 13, SITE 
14, SITE 16, SITE 17, SITE 19, AND SITE 23. 
POTENTIAL CONTAMINANTS - fuel, paint wastes,
pesticides, oil, grease, gasoline, diesel, fuel oil,
and solvents. 
SCREENING - consisted of drilling 162 groundwater test
holes around the area (Fig. 8.5) and performing an EM-
31 surve over Sites 19, 23, and 10 (Tables 8 . 10, 8.11, 
and 8.12). A large fuel plume was located which 
appeared to be emanating from the old fuel farm, Site-
16, and flowing tpward the unnamed lateral drain north 
of the Lower Diagonal Drain (Table 8.10). Another 
gasoline/diesel plume was delineated emanating from the 
old vehicle maintenance shop area (Site 14) where two 
leaking tanks were removed (Table 8.11). This plume 
appears to merge with a plume near the pesticide shop 
and boiler plant, Sites 12 and 13 (Table 8.12). 
Monitoring w ll sample results (Table 8.13) indicate 
that the groundwater contaminant plume emanating from 
Site 16 was successfull  delineated with the 
grou~dwater test hole survey. The results from the 
w lls drilled along the downgradient edge of the Site 
14 plµme, however, revealed that MW19 and MW20 which 
were supposed to be "clean" actuall  exceeded NIPDWR 
for several organic contaminants (Table 8.14). 
I 
-
r 
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Table BA Screening results for Sites 9 and 18
Siie # Hole #
PID Field GC
Pos. Neg. Neg.
Final
Decision Comments
9 & 18 1 X X NEG
9 & 18 2 X X NEG
9 & 18 3 X X NEG
9& 18 ^ y X X NEG
9& 18 5 X X NEG
9& 18 6 X X NEG
9 & 18 7 X X NEG
9 & 18 8 X X NEG
9& 18 9 X X NEG
9& 18 10 X X NEG
Total 0 holes with negative PID and positive GC 
0 holes with positive PID and negative GC 
0% disagreement between PID and GC 
100% agreement
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Table B.9. Water sample results for Group III Sites 
date: 4/91
Location
Sample
Number
Tout HBP 
PHC (!•) 
ug/L
Toul LBP 
PHC (*2) 
ug/L
PCB/Peslidd«»
(•3)
ug/L
Semivolaiiles 
Method 625, 
ug/L
OL; 10 ug/L
Volatiles 
Method 624, 
ug/L
OU 5 ug/L
MW031 3766 U U U 2 Unknowns l2.0
17.0
Methcl l.O**
MW032 3764
y
U T ZO U TIC 1 12-0
2 Unknowns 44.0
520
Methcl 3.0* •
** • unusable dau due (o method blank cooUminaiion
•1 - Method 8015 Modified, quantitation limit: 50 ug/L
*2 - Method 8015/8020, quantitation limit: 50 ug/L
*3 • Method 608. quantitation limit: 0.05 ug/L
HBP ■ high boiling point
LBP - low boiling point
TIC 1 - 2-pcnianonc, 4-hydroxy-4.mei
Methcl - methylene chloride
PHC - petroleum hydrocarbons
OL • quantitation limit
T - toluene
TIC • tentatively identified compound
U ■ no compounds detected
NOTE • concentrations are estimated for TICs and unknowns
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Tabic B.IO. Screening results for Sites 16, 19, and 23
PID
Site # Hole # P«-
Field GC
Pos.
Final
Decision Comments
L-
16 1 X X POS
16 2 X X POS
16 3 X X POS
16 4 X X POS
16 5 X X POS
16 6 X X POS
16 T X X POS
16 8 y X X POS
16 9 X X POS
16 10 X X POS
16 11 X X POS
16 12 X X POS
16 13 X X NEC
16 14 X X POS
16 15 X X POS
16 16 X X POS
16 17 X X POS
16 18 X X POS
16 19 X X POS
16 20 ND X POS
16 21 X X POS
16 22 X X POS
16 23 X X POS
16 24 X X POS
16 25 X X POS
16 26 X X POS
16 27 X X NEG
16 28 X X NEG
16 29 X X NEG
16 30 X X NEG
16 31 X X POS
16 32 X X POS
16 33 X X POS
16 34 X X POS
16 35 ND X POS
16 36 X X POS
16 37 X X POS
16 38 X X POS
16 39 X X POS
16 40 ' X X POS
16 4l ND X NEG
16 42 X X « POS
16 43' X X POS
16 44 X X POS
16 45 X X NEG
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Table .10. Screening r sults for Sites 16, 19, and 23 
PI  Field C 
Final 
Sit  l # os. Neg. Pos. Neg. ecision o e is 
16 I   P  
16 2    '--
16 3    
16     
16 s    
16     
16 7·    
16  ,I    
16 9    
16 10    
16 II    
16 12    
16 13   G 
16 14    
16 IS    
16 16    
16 17    
16 18    
16 19    
16 20    
16 21    
16 22    
16 23    
16 24    
16 25    
16 26    
16 27    
16 28    
16 29    
16 30    
16 31    
16     
16     
16 34    
16 35    
16 36    -16 37    
16 :,8    
16 3     
16 40 X  P  
16 41  X E  
16 42 X  P S 
16 43" X  P S 
16 44 X X P S 
16 45 X X E  
I 
tf 
j 
Tabic B.IO. (continued)
PID
Site # Hole #
Field GC
Final
Decision Comments
16 46 X ND POS
16 47 X X NEG \ A
16 48 X X POS -—
16 49 X X POS
16 50 X X NEG
16 51 X X POS PID false negative
16 52 X X POS PID false negative
16 53 y X X POS
16 54 X X POS PID false negative
16 55 X X NEG
16 56 X X NEG
16 57 X X POS
16 58 X X NEG
16 59 X X NEG
16 60 X X NEG
16 61 X ND POS
16 62 X X POS
f6 63 X X POS
16 64 X X POS PID false negative
16 PZOl X ND NEG
16 PZ02 X ND NEG
16 PZ03 X ND POS
16 PZ04 X ND POS
16 PZ05 X ND NEG
16 PZ06 X ND POS
16 PZ07 X ND POS
16 PZ08 X ND POS
19 1 X X NEG
19 2 X X NEG
19 3 X X NEG
19 4 X X NEG
19 5 X X NEG
19 6 X X NEG
19 7 X X POS
19 8 X X NEG
19 9 X X NEG
19 10 X X POS
19 11 X X NEG
19 12 - X X NEG
19 13 X X NEG
19 14 X X POS
19 15 X X • NEG
19 16- X X POS
19 17 X X NEG
19 18 X X NEG
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Table B.10. (continued)
PID FiekJ GC
Site # Hole # P«-
Final
Decision Comments
23
23
23
23
23
23
1
2
3
4
5
6
Total = 96
ND = Not Done
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
ND
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
PID false positive
5 holes with negative PID and positive GC 
1 hole with positive PID and negative GC 
6% disagreement between PID and GC 
94% agreement
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Tabic B.ll. ScTccDing results for Site 14
PID Field GC
Site # Hole # Pos. Neg. Pos. Neg.
Final
Decision
14 1 X X POS
14 2 X X POS
14 3 X X POS
14 4 X X POS
14 5 X X NEG
14 6 X X NEG
14 7 X X POS
14 8 y X X POS
14 9 X X POS
14 10 X X POS
14 11 X X NEG
14 12 X X NEG
14 13 X X POS
14 14 X X NEG
14 15 X X NEG
14 16 X X NEG
17 X X POS
14 18 X X NEG
14 19 X X NEG
14 20 X X POS
14 21 X X POS
14 22 X X POS
14 23 X X NEG
14 24 bit water
line
14 25 X X POS
14 26 X X POS
14 27 X X POS
14 28 X X POS
14 29 X X POS
14 30 X X POS
14 31 X X POS
14 32 X X NEG
14 33 X X POS
14 34 X X POS
14 35 X X POS
14 36 X X NEG
14 37 X X POS
14 38 X X NEG
14 39 X X POS
14 40 X X POS
14 41 X X ' NEG
14 42 X X POS
14 43 X X POS
14 44 X X POS
14 45 X X POS
Comments
\ A
PID false positive
PID false positive
PID false positive
PID false positive
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Table B.11. (cnntimied)
Site # Hole #
PID Field GC
CommentsPos. Neg. Pos. Neg.
Final
Decision
14 PZOl X X NEG V A
14 PZ02 X X NEG
14 PZ03 X ND POS
14 PZ04 X ND POS
Total = 49 4 holes with negative GC and positive PID 
8% disagreement between PID and GC 
92% agreement
KD = Not Done
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Table B.1Z Screening resulte for Site 13
118
Site #
PID Field GC
CommentsHole # Pos. Neg. Pos. Neg.
" rUlBi
Decisk>n
13 1 X X POS Slow PID response
13 2 X X POS Slow PID response
13 3 > X X POS Slow PID response
13 4 X X POS Slow PID response
13 5 X X POS Slow PID response
13 6 X X POS Slow PID response
13 7 X X NEG
13 8 X X NEG
13 9 X X NEG
1« 10 X X POS False NEG GC
13 11 X ND POS
13 12 X X NEG
13 13 X X NEG
13 14 X • X POS Petroleum odor
13 15 X X NEG
13 16 X X NEG
13 PZOl ND X POS
Toial 2 hole with negative GC and positive PID 
Several holes had ver>- weak GC and slow PID response 
12% disagreement between PID and GC 
88% agreement
ND = Not Done
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Table B.13. Water sample results for Site 16 
(Old Fuel Farm) date: 4/91
Location
Sample
Number
Total HBP 
PHC(1*) 
ug/L
Total LBP 
PHC C2) 
ug/L
PCB/Pesiiddo
(•3)
ug/L
Semivolalilei 
Method 625. 
ug/L
OL; 10 ugl.
Volatiles 
Method 624, 
ug/L
^ OU 5 ug/L
MW025L 3786 JPS 60.0 Gai 200.0 U TIC 1 8.6 1.2DCA 10 0
B 22.0 TIC 2 110 B 200
E 14.0 TIC 3 15.0 E 160
TIC 4 81.0 TIC 3 280
TICS 9.0 TIC 6 520
2 Unkoottiis 22.0 TIC 7 13.0
310 TIC 8 34.0
TIC 9 24.0
MW025L 3787 U Gai 200.0 U TIC 2 8.6 1.2DCA 9.0
B 20.0 TIC 3 12.0 B 15 0
E 13.0 TICS 8.6 E 12.0
T 10 3 Unknowns 15.0 TIC 10 9.7
24.0 nc 3 23.0
TIC 6 410
TIC 8 280
9 TIC 9 19.0
MW025U 3781 JPS 8400.0 Gai 7800.0 u 14Dim 59.0 1.2DCA 80.0
B 300.0 2-Mctp 5.0U B 410.0
E 1200.0 4-Metp 16.0 E 990.0
T 410 Bii2 lO.O** T 40.0
X 45.0 Naph 4.0*J X 50.0
, Pent 34.0*J TIC 16 200.0
Phen 5.0*J TIC 17 140 0
TIC 1 81.0 TIC 18 460.0
TIC 2 190.0 TIC 6 1900.0
TIC 3 320.0 nc 7 430.0
TIC 11 77.0 nc 19 110.0
TIC 12 64,0 nc 8 1200.0
TIC 13 110.0 nc 9 10000
TIC 14 170.0 nc 20 320.0
TIC 15 69.0 nc 21 190.0
12 Unknowns 63.0
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L-
Location
MW025U
MW026
MW027
MW028
MW029L
MW029U
MW030
Tabic B.13. (continued)
Sample
Number
3782
3780
3775
3772
3770
3773
3771
Total HBP 
PHC (1*) 
ug/L
7200.0
330.0
320.0
Toul LBP 
PHC C2) 
ug/L
Gas
B
E
T
X
5700.0
310.0
800.0
40.0
34.0
PCB/Pestiddes
(•3)
ug/L
Scmivolatiles 
Method 625, 
ug/L
QL 10 ug/L
2,4Dlm 
2-Metp 
4-Metp 
Bis2 
Pent 
TIC 1 
TIC 2 
TIC 3 
TIC 11 
TIC 12 
TIC 13 
TIC 22 
TIC 14 
TIC 15 
11 UnknottTis
69.0 
70*J 
17 0 
9.0"
84.6
200.0
330.0
78.0
68.0 
120 0
110.0 
210,0
830 
63.0 
1300 0
Dieth 
TIC 24 
TIC 5 
TIC 25 
1 UnknowTi
9.0M
8.6
9.6
10.0
17.0
nc 24 
TIC 5
10.0
33.0
TIC 26 11.0"
TIC 26 14.0"
Volatiles 
Method 624, 
ug/L
OL 5 ug/L
UDCA
B
E
T
X
TIC 16 
TIC 3 
TIC 6 
TIC 8 
TIC 9 
TIC 20 
TIC 21 
TIC 23
56.0
1500
8500
170*3
25.0*3
300.0 
310 0
1400.0
670.0 
5600
160.0 
270.0 
270.0
" - unusable data due to method blank contamination Gas - LBP PHC as compared to gasoline
•1 - Method 8015 Modined, quantitation limit: 50 ug/L HBP - high boiling point
*2 - Method 8015^20, quantitation limit: 50 ug/L 3P5 - HBP PHC as compared to 3P-5 jet fuel
*3 - Method 608, quantitation limit: 0.05 ug/L LBP - low boiling point
*3 - concentration estimated Naph - naphthalene
1.2DCA - 1,2-dichloroethane Pent ■ pentachlorophenol
24Dim - 2.4-dimethylphenol PHC - petroleum hydrocarbons
2-Meip - 2-methylphenol Phen - phenol
4-Metp - 4-methylphenol OL - quantitation limit
B - benzene T - toluene
Bis2 - bis(2-Ethylhexyl) phthalate TIC - tentatively identified compound
Die - HBP PHC as compared to diesel fuel U - no compounds detected.
Dieth - diethylphihalate X - xylenes (total)
NOTE 
TIC 1 
TIC 
TIC 
TIC 
TIC 
TIC 
TIC 
TIC 
TIC 
TIC 10 
TIC 11 
TIC 12 
TIC 13
• ethylbenzene
• concentrations are estimated for TICs and unknowns TIC 14 
2-pcntanoI, 23-diroethyl- TIC 15
2-pentanol, 24,-dimethyl- TIC 16
benzene, (1-methylethyl)- TIC 17
bcnzenemethanol, .alpha., ,al TIC 18
cyclohexene, 3-bromo- TIC 19
butane, 2-methyl- nC io
cyclohexane (dot) TIC 21
cyclopcntane (dot) nC 22
cyclopentane, methyl- TIC 23
1-pentene, 2-methyl- TIC 24
benzene. 1 J.5-trimethyI TIC 25
benzene, l-ethenyl-2-melhyl- TIC 26
benzene, l-ethyl-2-methyI-
- diazene, bis(l.l-dimethyleth
- phenol, 23.5.6-tetrachloro-
- 3-pemanone, 2.2-dimethyl-
- benzene, 13.5-trimethyl-
- benzene, methylethyl-
- cyclohexane, methyl-
- pentane. 223-trimethyl-
- penUne, 2J,3-trimethyl-
- benzencacetic acid, alpha -
- pentane, 3-ethyl-22-dimcthy
- 2-heptenal, (z)-
- furan, 2.5-diethyltetrahydro
- 1,13-tetradecadiene
> 
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able R . ( o ti e ) 
Scmivola11les Vola11les 
Total BP Total LBP PCB/Pesticides ethod 625, ethod 624, 
Sa ple P  (I •) P C (•2) (·3) 
Locatio  ber ug/  ug/  ug/  
025  378  JP5 7200.0  5700.0 u 
 310.0 
 800.0 
 40.0 
 4.0 
.I 
026  D,e .  u u 
027  u u u 
028  u u u 
029  3770 u - u u 
029   Die .  u u 
030 3771 u u u 
- . l  t   t  t  l  t i ti   
' I · eth   o ir.c . tit ti  li it :  /   
·  · eth  5,8020, tit ti  li it:  /  J S 
'  · etho  , a t itati  li it: .  /   
• J - c ce trati  est i ate  a  
I ,  - , -<lichloroctha   
.4 i  - , -<limeth lphc l  
2- ctp - 2- ethylphcnol c  
4- ctp - 4- cthylphcnol Q  
 - bcnz.cnc  
is  : i ( - t l c l ) t l tc  
ie -   as c are  t  iesel f el u 
icth - dicthylphthalate  
E - cthylbcnz.cne 
 - ncentr  rc sti at  for I  a  u  I   
TI  1 - -pcntanol. .3-<limethyl - I   
I  2 · -pcnta l, ,4.<l,meth l- I  6 
I  3 · bc .cne, ( - ct lct l)- I   
T I  4 - b nzcne cthanol, .alpha ., . l I  1  
TIC 5 · cycl c:xcnc, 3-br - i  I 'I 
I  6 · buta , 2-~ct l- TIC i  
TI  7 - cycl c:xanc (dot) I  21 
TI  8 - cyclopcntanc (dot) TIC 22 
IC 9 - cyclopcntanc, et l - I  23 
TIC JO - 1-pcntcnc. 2- cth l - I  24 
TIC 11 · bc z.cnc, 1,3.5-trimcthyl I  25 
TIC 12 - bc .cnc, 1 < thcnyl-2 -methyl -  26 
TIC I 3 · "be z.cne, I <thyl -2-mcthyl -
I 
ug/L ug/  
 JO ug/  Q  5 ug/  
2.4 i  69.0 l .2  
2- et  7. •   
4 et  1 .0  
i.  9.0 ..  
e t  
I  1 84.0 I  16 
I   0.  I   
I   .  I   
I  11 .  I   
 1  I   
I  I :! .    
 I .  I   
 .    
 
 wn  .
.  
' ] u 
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TIC  u 
   
u u 
 .0· · u 
 4 .o·· u 
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· J jc  
·  
.  
· c c  
 ns 
·  
 i it 
t l e  
t  idc r.e  u  
 ounds t . 
lcnes (t  
- .cne, b 1-<limethylcth 
- p l, .3.5,6-tetrachloro-
. -pcntan ne, Z,:!-<limethyl -
. bc .cn , .3.5-trimethyl -
. bc .cnc, et yl thyl-
. c l c:xane, ethyl -
. pcntanc, .2.3-trimethyl -
. pcntane. 2.3.3-trimeth l -
. bcnzcncacctic acid , .alpha .-
. pcnta c, 3<t yl- .2 -<limethy 
- 2-hcptenal, (z)-
. fura , 2.5-<liethylletrahydro 
· I , 13-tetra cadienc 
56.0 
150.  
850.  
I 7.Q• J 
25. 'J 
.  
0.0 
1 .  
.  
60.  
1 .  
.  
.  
-
Table B.14. Water sample results for Sites 13 arid 14 (Boiler Plant Tanks 
and Old Vehicle Maintenance Shop) date: 4/91
Localion
MW018L
L--
MW018U
Ssmplc
Number
3762
Total HBP 
PHC(1*) 
ug/L
3753
MW018U 3754
Total LBP 
PHC (*2) 
ug/L
Gas
B
T
X
260.0
65.0 
6.0
14.0
Gas
850000000.0
14000.0 Gas
B
E
T
X
100000.0
14000.0
2300.0
26000.0 
13000.0
PCB/Pestiddcs
(•3)
ugA-
Semivolalilcs 
Method 625, 
ug/L
QL; 10 ug/L
BU2 
Butyl 
TIC 1 
TIC 2 
TIC 3 
TIC 4
12 Unknowns
2.0y 
21 0 
9.8
33.0
31.0 
41 0
8.6
1400.0
2,4Dim
2-Meth
4-Melp
Benzo
Benzyl
Bis2'
Naph 
TIC 10 
TIC 11 
TIC 12 
TIC 13 
TIC 14 
TIC 15 
TIC 16 
TIC 17 
TIC 18 
TIC 19 
TIC 20 
9 Unknowns
3600.0
3900.0 
3300’J
8500.0
2800.0
4200.0
7900.0
4100.0
3400.0
8300.0
8300.0
2800.0
9200.0
7500.0
2800.0
9200.0
4900.0 
120000
23000
14000.0
2.4Dim 1700.0 L2DCA 2000.0
2-Meih 6000.0 2-But 7200.0
4-Metp 160.0*J Aoet 15000.0
Benzo 4200.0 B 15000.0
Benzyl 1500.0 E 2400.0
Bis2' 3400.0 T 29000.0
Naph 7400.0 X 14000.0
TIC 22 4900K) TIC 21 1700.0
TIC 11 
TIC 11 
TIC 12 
TIC 13 
TIC 23 
TIC 14 
nc 15 
TIC 16 
TIC 17 
TIC 18 
TIC 24 
TIC 20 
7 Unknowns
8200.0 
9200 0
7600.0
7400.0 
11000.0
56000
8300.0
6500.0
6300.0
8000.0 
10000.0 
11000.0
6500 0 
13000.0
VoUtiles 
Method 624. 
ug/L
QL; 5 ug/L
,L2DCA
B
Meihcl
T
TIC 5 
TIC 6 
TIC 7 
TICS 
TIC 9 
1 Unknown
470
33.0 
2.0" 
2.0*: 
140
14.0 
18 0
45.0 
9.3 
7J
1.2DCA
2-But
Acel
B
E
T
X
TIC 21 
TIC 8 
1 Unknown
22000 
61000 
16000 0 
18000.0 
2600.0
31000.0
15000.0
3100.0
1300.0
1400.0
Draft Rev. 2
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able .14. ater sa ple results for Sites 13 and 14 ( oiler Plant Tanks 
and ld ehicle aintenance Shop) date: 4/'Jl 
Semivolatilca Volat1lca 
ToUII HBP Tot.al L P PCB/Pcatici a ethod 62.5 , ethod 624. 
Sa ple PHC (1 ') PH  ("2) ('3) ug/L ug/L 
u ber ug/L ug/L ug/L : 10 ug/L : 5 ug/L 
3762 u s U.0.0 u il.2 2.o!J. }4pCA 47.0 
 65.0 utyl 2 .0  33.0 
 6.  I  1 9.8 eihci 2.0  
 14.0 TI  2 33.0  2.0 ' J 
I  3 31.0 I  5 14.0 
I   .0 I  6 14.0 
12 no s 8  I  7 18.0 
,I 1400  IC 8 5 .  
I   9.3 
  .5 
 u  u ,  .  .   
.  c   100.  
ct  30. 'J ct .  
c    .  
cllZ)1   .  
i 2 .   .  
.   .  
.   .  
ll  I   .  
.    .  
.  -- .  
.  
 
.  
.  
 .  
 .  
 .  
.  
3754 JP5 .  as .  u , i  .  1,  :!0 .  
 .  - t  .  - t .  
 .  - i  0.0'J cct .  
 .   .   .  
 .   .   2400.0 
l.  .   .  
aph .   .  
I   4900-0 I  21 1700.0 
ICll 0.0 
I  11 .  
I   0.0 
I  13 7400.0 
I  23 11000.0 . I  14 56 .0 
TIC 15 8300.0 
TIC  6500.0 . TIC 17 6300.0 
TIC 18 8000.0 
TIC  10000.0 
TIC 20 11000.0 
7 Unknowns 6500.0 
13000.0 
I Draft Rev. 2 
-
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Location
MW019
Sample
Number
3732
MW020
MW021 3743
Table B.14. (continued)
Total HBP 
PHC (1*) 
ug/L
5100.0
Toul LBP 
PHC C2) 
ug/L
10000.0
3749 Die 270.0
PCB/Patiddei
(•3)
ug/L
Semivolatiles Volatiles
Method 625. Method 624,
ug/L ug/L
QL 10 ug/L OL 5 ugA.
2,4Dim 10.0 UDCA 5500
2-Metp 60*J B 2000 0
4-Metp 20.0 E4
1800
Bis2 ^0, 2000
Pent lO'J X 1100.0
TIC 25 35.0 TIC 33 62.0
TIC 26 120.0 TIC 34 240.0
TIC 27 89.0 nc 35 110,0
TIC 28 140.0 TIC 36 160 0
TIC 28 31 0 TIC 5 140.0
TIC 29 590 TIC 37 250.0
TIC 30 170.0 TIC 38 69.0
TIC 22 39.0 TIC 39 390,0
TIC 18 60.0 TIC 40 310.0
TIC 18 97.0 TIC 41 700
TIC 18 600
TIC 31 59.0
TIC 31 33.0
TIC 32 27.0
7 Unknowns 320
170.0
TIC 42 8.6 1.2DCA 2.0’J
3 Unknowns 8.0 1.2DCE 3.0‘J
31.00 B 15.0
Qform 8.0
TCE 23.0
TIC 42 12.0 U
2 Unknowns 26.0
85.0
TIC 42 8.2 X 2.0’J
3 Unknowns 8.0
72.0
Bis2 3.0*J TIC 51 12.0
Naph 3.0*J TIC 5 13.0
TIC 43 110.0 TIC 6 19.0
TIC 44 60.0 TIC 52 6.3
TIC 45 19.0 TIC 8 16.0
TIC 46 33.0
TIC 47 13.0
TIC 48 19.0
TIC 49 61.0
TIC 50 14.0
9 Unknowns 11.0
160.0
MW023 3742 70.0
MW024 3734 500 210.0
09
18.0
14.0
** - unusable data due to method blank contamination
*1 - Method 8015 Modified, quantitation limit: 50 ug/L
*2 ■ Method 8015/8020. quantitation limit: 50 ug/L
•3 ■ Method 606. quantitation limit: 0 05 ug/L
•J ■ concentration estimated 
1.2DCA - 1.2-dichlorocthane 
1.2DCE ■ 1,2-dichloroethene (total)
2.4Dim - 2,4-dimelhylphenol 
2-But - 2-butanone 
2-Melh .1 2-roelhylnaphthalene
Clform
Die
E •
Gas
HBP
JP5
LBP
Methcl
Naph
Pent
- chiorofonn
- HBP PHC as compared to diesel fuel
- ethylbenzene
- LBP PHC as compared to gasoline 
• high boiling point
- HBP PHC as compared to JP-5 jet fuel
- low boiling point
- methylene chloride
- naphthalene
- pentachlorophenol
Draft Rev. 2
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Table B.14. (continued) 
Semivola1iles Volatiles 
Total HBP TotalLBP PCB/Pes1icides Me1bod 625, Me1hod 62A , 
Sample PHC (1 •) PHC (•2) 
Location Nu ber ug/1.. ug/1.. 
MWOJ9 3752 JPS 5100.0 Gas 10000.0 u 
_, 
, 
020 3749 i  .  u u 
- -
021 3743 u u u 
023  Die .  u u 
024 3734 Die .0 .  u 
B .9 
T .  
X .  
-
- unusable dJ!ta due 10 method blank contamination 
•1 - Method MIS Modified. quan1i1a1ion limii: 50 ug/1.. 
'  - Method 8015/8020, quantitation limit : 50 ug/1.. 
•3 - Method 608, qua 1i1a1ion limit : 0.05 ug/1.. 
• J - concentration estimated 
I .2 CA - 1,2-<lichlorocthane 
J,2DCE. 1,2-dichlorocthene (total) 
2.4Dim - 2.4-<limethylphenol 
2-But . 2-butanone 
2-Meth ., 2 -methylnaphthalene 
c·3> 
ug/1.. 
Clform 
Die 
E 
Gas 
HBP 
JPS 
LBP 
Methcl 
Naph 
Pent 
I Draft Rev. 2 
ug/1.. ug/1.. 
QL 10 ug/1.. QL 5 ug/1.. 
2,4Di  10.0 1.2  550.0 
2- etp 60·  B 2000.0 
4- elp J 180.0 Bis2 200.0 
Pent 2.0· J X IJOO.O 
TI 25 35.0 TIC 33 62.0 
TI 26 120.0 TIC 34 240.0 
TI  27 89.0 TIC35 110.0 
I 28 140.0 I 36 160.0 
I 28 3 .0 TI  5 l 40.0 
I 29 59.  TI  37 250.0 
30 170.  I  38 69.0 
22 .  I 39 390.0 
l8 0 I 40 310.0 
I  1  7 .  I  41 70.0 
I   0.  
31 .  
31 .  
3  .  
nCMru .  
.  
 .  l ,2  2.0•J 
 CMru .  l ,2  3.0• J 
5 .   15.0 
ar r  8.0 
 23.0 
 .  u 
 .  
.  
 .   2.0• J 
 .  
.  
i  . ·J I  51 12.0 
a  . •J I  5 13.0 
I   .  I   19.0 
I  4  .  I  2 6.3 
I  4  .  I   16.0 
I  46 .0 
IC  1 -.  
I  48 19.0 
IC  61.0 
TIC 50 14 .0 
9 Unknowns 11.0 
160.0 
- chloroform 
- HBP P C as co pared 10 diesel fuel 
- ethylbcnz.ene 
- LBP PHC as compared 10 gasol ine 
- high boiling point 
- HBP PHC as compared 10 JP -5 jct fuel 
· low boiling point 
- me1hylcne chloride 
- naphthalene 
· pcntachlorophenol 
--
Table B.14. (continued)
4-Mctp 
Acel • 
B
Benzo • 
Benzyl - 
Bis2 - 
Buryi -
NOTE -
TIC 
TIC 
TIC 
TIC 
TIC 
TIC 
TIC 
TIC 
TIC 
TIC 10 ■ 
TIC 11 ■ 
TIC 12 ■ 
TIC 13 ■ 
TIC 14 ■ 
TIC 15- 
TIC 16- 
TIC17- 
TIC 18 - 
TIC 19- 
TIC20- 
TIC 21 - 
T1C22- 
TIC23- 
T1C24 - 
TIC 25 - 
TIC 26-
- 4-roeihylphenol 
acclone 
benzene 
benzoic acid 
benzyl alcohol 
bis(2 Ethylhexyl) phthalaie 
burylbenzylphlhalale
conceniraiions are estimaied for TICa and unknowns
2-penlanonc. 4-hydroxy-4-mel
2-propanol. l-(2-propenylaJcy
2-propanol, l-|I-mcihyl-2-(2
cyclohexane, l,i3.5-ieiran)e
cyclohexane (dol)
cyclohexane, methyl-
cyclopeniane (dot)
cydopeniane, methyl-
penlane, 3-methyl-
benzene, l-ethenyl-3-ethyl-
benzene, ethcnyl-ethyl-
benzene, eihenyl-methyl-
benzene, ethyl-dimethyl-
benzene, methyl-methylelhyl-
benzene, methyl-propyl-
benzene, propyl-
benzene, lelramethyl
benzene, Irimeihyl- _____
benzoic add, 2J-dimethyl- 
undecane
benzene, ethylmethyl-
benzene, dimethyl-melhylelhy ,
benzene, ethyl-methyl-
dodecane
l(2h)-naphthalenone, 3,4-dih 
1,4-hexadiene, 23-dimethyl-
PHC • petroleum hydrocarbons
OL - quantitation limit
T - toluene
TCE - trichk>roethenc
nc - tentaiively identified corapoqpd
u - no compounds detected
X - xylenes (toul)
nc 27 - Ih-inden, 3-melhyl-
TIC 28 - Ib-ioden-l-one. 23-dihydro-
nC 29 - 2-cydohaen-l-one, 3,5-dime
nC 30 - 2-hctenoic add, 3,4,4-trime
nc 31 - bcnzeneaceuldehyde, .alpha.
nC 32 - ethanone, (methylphenyl)-
TIC 33 - 1,4-penladiene, 3-melhyl-
nC 34 - 1-penlene, 2-methyl-
nC 35 - 2-butene
nc 36 - benzene, l-eihyl-2-methyl-
nC 37 - cydopentene
nc 38 - cydopentene, I-methyl-
nc 39 - cyclopropane, 1,1-dimcthyl-
nC 40 - cydopropane, elhyl-
nc 41 - thiophene
nc 42 - 2-heptenal, (z)-
nc 43 - 1-hcxanol. 2-eihyl-
nC 44 - 2-bulanol, 2,3-dimethyl-
nC 45 - 2-penlanol. 2,4-dimethyl-
nc 46 - cydohcxanc, 1-bromo-2-chlor
nc 47 - cyclohexane. l-methyoxy-l-{l,
nc 48 - cydohcxanol, 2-bromo-
nC 49 - octane, 1 -iodo-
nc 50 - octane, 2-iodo-
nc 51 - 3-hexanol, 5-meihyl-
nC 52 - cyclopenune. 1.2-dimeihyI-
Draft Rev, 2
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7 - lopenu 1  TIC tc i
8 - clo t 1 1 TIC  
9 • u ci TIC · . <:1hyl -2- 1 -
- z. <:1he -<:1h - TIC · clo  I c 
 · z. e yl-<:l TIC3 · clopc l c1 -
  · . c 1hc 1 TIC · c .1 <!imet
  - . . 1 <!i c1 TIC clopr 1h
I   - . yl- e1 yle1 TIC4 i c  
 lS - . 1 l- - TIC
 · z. TIC e , <:ih
I   · . tct 1  TIC · u . <!i et
  · . . 1 i et TIC4 · t <!i ei
 • ci .3-<!imei TIC4 clohe a e, l <  
I   ·  TIC , 1- c yoxy-1 . 
· z. 1 TIC cl e
IC 2 - . c yl e1 1 TIC u .
I  3 - . so · u
I    TICS! · b
· 1(2h)-napht c <li TIC c , , <!i ei l -
 · c .3-<!imeih
j .  
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tIrw.eeabf
etru a: l nbd jsub jIoh
zt)-w rite qimtI)r dama bmteeab .mihIb w-a w.ISr ;wi 
d.wam,f 0ihm rtI)ea .Ib ^ bh.e CipleawtiI daeer dama 
tIrw.eeab .Ib r.pleab pirwey wi .rrarr w-a aEwaIw iv 
w-a lehpa ;w-ara daeer .eri aICipl.rr e.Ibvteerf 6twar 
cM F ^N,f zt)-w ltaBipawamr dama .eri tIrw.eeab tI w-a 
.ma.f
etru a1 5 3IwcIo q
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w-a bm.tI.)a rd.ea ea.btI) wi w-a hII.pab e.wam.e 
btwC-f f
, 
INVESTIGATIONS - consisted of the following s i te
specific tasks: 
SITE 10 - GATAR COMPOUND 
124 
Field personnel tried to locate and excavate the
reported cans of PCB oil using EM31 surve s and a metal
detector. None were found near the surface~ h 9f-7ever ,
the EM surve indicates some buried metal i n~e
northeast part of the compound which will be furt her
investigated. Five soil borings were dril l ed i n the
for er hazardous waste storage area (to 1.2 m [ 4 ft )). 
Site 11 7 PAINT SHOP 
This area is now paved over, however, the regional
groundwater test hole program detected contamination
downgradient of the s ite which ma be related to past 
was t e disposal. 
SITE 12 - PEST CONTROL SHOP 
Six soil borings were drilled to the water table in the
vicinit of the suspected leach fields. One single
completion monitoring well was drilled near suspected
' contamination. 
SITE 13 - BOILER PLANT TANKS (tanks st i ll in place) 
Two single completion monitoring w lls were drilled
downgradient of the tanks in the plume delineated b
groundwater test hole drilling. One piezometer was
installed. 
SITE 14 - OLD VEHICLE MAINTENANCE SHOP 
One dual and 3 single completion monitoring w lls were 
installed and sampled. Four piezometers were 
installed. 
SITE 16 - OLD FUEL FARM 
~ight soil borings were drilled around the tanks (to 
water). Four single and 2 dual completion w lls were 
installed and sampled mostl to assess the extent of 
the plume (these w lls also encompass landfills, Sites 
19 & 23). Eight piezometers were also installed in the 
area. 
SITE 17 • HANGAR 4 
Five soil borings were drilled to 1.2 m (4 ft) along 
the drainage swale leading to ,the unnamed lateral 
ditch . . 
i 
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rtwar dama bmteeab tI w-a mi.bf 4i rt)ItvtC.Iw 
CiIw.ptI.wtiI d.r bawaCwab aECalw w-.w .rriCt.wab dtw- 
w-a 6twa — lehpaf
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dtbaey rl.Ca rite qimtI)r wi w-a d.wam w.qea .eiI) w-a 
mi.bf 2-maa iv w-a daeer dama bmteeab .bD.CaIw wi w-a 
mi.b wi .rrarr w-a aEwaIw iv w-a 6twa — lehpa .Ib dtee 
.eri ramga wi .rrarr w-a mi.b itetI) .ma.f
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SITE 19, 23 - POST WW II BURIAL SITE, SHIPPING AND 
RECEIVING. 
Three soil borings were drilled in the transfor er
storage area to a depth of 1.2 m (4 ft). 
SITE 20 - TKE CHECKERBOARD LANDFILL: 
125 
1 . d'"-__/'{ POTENTIAL CONTAMINANTS - JP-5, gaso 1ne, 1esel fuel,
waste oils, h draulic fluid, and wet garbage leachate. 
SCREENING - consisted of drilling 36 groundwater test
hole& around the site (Fig. B.6). No contamination was
detecte:-a with the field GC (Table 8.15). This finding
was supported b the fact that all wells installed
around the site were "clean" (Table B.16). 
INVESTIGATION - consisted of drilling and sampling 4
single completion and 1 dual completion w ll. 
SITE 24 - ROAD OILING AREA: 
POTENTIAL CONTAMINANTS - include waste oil, fuels, and
solvents. 
SCREENING -_was deemed unnecessar for this site since
man of the groundwater test holes for the Group II
sites were drilled in the road. No significant
contamination was detected except that associated with
the Site 6 plume. · 
INVESTIGATION - consisted of drilling and sampling 5
widel space soil borings to the water table along the
road. Three of the w lls were drilled adjacent to the
road to assess the extent of the Site 6 plume and will
also serve to assess the road oiling area. 
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Table B.15. Screening results for Site 20
PID Field GC
L-
Sile # Hole #
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
Pos.
Final
Decision Comments
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
X
X
X
X
X
X
ND
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
PID = 
PID
300 slow 
: 60 slow
PID
PID
PID
PID
28PPM slow 
62PPM slow
52PPM slow 
26PPM slow
20
20
20
20
20
20
31
32
33
34
35
36
Total
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
0 holes with negative PID and positive GC 
6 holes with positive PID and negative GC 
16.6% disagreement between PID and GC 
83.4% agreement
KD = Not Done
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I  field  
final 
ite  le  Pos. Neg. os. Neg. ecisi  o2t ent.s 
'C7 
20 I    IO  3  slo  
20 2    I  = 0 slo  
20 3    
20 4    
20     
20 6 /    
20 7    
20 8    
20 9    
20 10    
20 11    
20 12    
20     
20 14    
20 15    
Ul 16    
20 17    
20 18    
20 19     = 
20 20    =  
20 21     = 
20 22     =  
20 23    
20 24    
20 25    
20 26    
20 27    
20 28    
20 29    
20 30    
20     
20 32    
20 33    -20 34    
20 35    
20 36    
tal = 36  l  it  ti  I   iti   
 l  it  iti  I  i.  ti   
 isa ree t t  I    
.  r e ent 
ND  l ne 
r 
" I 
I 
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Location
Tabic B.16. Water sample results for Site 20 
(Checkerboard LaodUBU) date: 4y91
Sample
Number
Total HBP 
PHC(l’) 
ug/L
Total LBP 
PHC C2)
■ ug/L
PCB/Pe»tici<Je»
(•3)
ug/L
Semivolatiles 
Method 625, 
ug/L
OL; 10 ug/L
VoUtilcs 
Method 624, 
ug/L
OL: 5 ug/L
MW033L 3777 /i
MW033U 37&4 TIC 1 
TIC 2 
TIC 3
3 Unknoivni
120
13.0
20.0 
18.0
280.0
MW034 3789 TIC 4 17.0
MW035 3791 Bis2 6.0* •
MW036 3785 TIC 2
nc5 
nc 4
16.0
25.0
370
Bro 4.0'J
MW037 3788 Bis2 20’
nc 1 120
nc 2 14.0
nc5 18.0
nc4 30.0
1 Unknown 9.8
TIC 6 130.0
** - unusable data due to method blank contamination
*1 - Method 8015 Modified, quantitation limit: 50 ug/L
•2 - Method 8015/8020. quantitation limit: 50 ug/L
•3 - Method 608, quantiution limit: 0.05 ug/L
*J - concentration estimated
Bis2 ■ bis{2-Ethylhcxyl) phthalate
Bro - brorooform
HBP • high boiling point
LBP - low boiling point
PHC - petroleum hydrocarbons
OL - quantitation limit
nc - tentatively identified compound
U - no compounds detected
NOTE - concentrations are estimated for nCs and unknowns 
nc 1 - 2-heptenal. (z)- 
nc 2 - 2-penlanone, 4-hydroxy-4-meI 
nc 3 - cyclohcxanol, 2-bromo-. tran
nc 4 ■ furan, 25-diethyltetrahydro
nc 5 - cycloheaene, 3-bromo-
nC 6 - furan, tetrahydro-
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Total  Total  
Sa ple HC (1' )  ('2) 
ocation u ber ug/1.. g/1.. 
033  3777 u u 
033  3784 u u 
,, 
034 3789 u u 
03S  u u 
036  u u 
, 
037  u u 
- -
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'  
'  
'  
•  
.,. i  
Bro 
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I 
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ug/1.. 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
Q
TIC 
u
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